MARTIAN CLOUDSHIPS

VICTORIAN ADVENTURERS

Four sprues of plastic Martian sky galleons
for expansion of the battle fleets in Sky
Galleons of Mars. Includes more than four
different kinds of ships. Comes with a background booklet (which includes a quick-andeasy painting guide). These ships can be used
with the Sky Galleons of Mars rules or with
the aerial gunboat rules in Space: 1889.
GDW: 1801. ISBN 1-55878-044-0.
Boxed. ...................................... $10.

Ten assorted figurea dressed for adventure
in the world of Space: 1889. Included are an
army officer with revolver, army officer with
sword, navy officer, inventor with pistol, thug,
missionary, lady with revolver, lady in travelling clothes, gentleman in top hat, and Hill
Martian brave. The set comes with a background booklet which includes a quick-andeasy painting guide.
GDW: 1821. ISBN 1-55878-046-7.
Boxed .........................................$10.

SOLDIER'S COMPANION

AERIAL GUNBOATS

ej

Four sprues of plastic British aerial gunboats
for expansion of the battle fleets in Sky
Galleons of Mars. Includes four sprues
originally included in Sky Galleons of Mars
(with four Dalmtless, four Reliant, and four
Aphid gunboats). Comes with a background
booklet (which includes a quick-and-easy
painting guide). These ships can be used either
with the Sky Galleons of Mars rules or with
the aerial gunboat rules which are in Space:
1889.
GDW: 1 8 0 2 ISBN 1-55878-045-9.
Boxed ...................... .
.
............$10.

Space: 1889 miniatures rules.
Military background, color plates, organization of troops.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN

The life of the soldier exemplifies the spirit of
Space: 1889: the image of the noble-born English
officer, his native troops at the ready, standing
against hordes of savage primitives in the name
of Queen and Empire. The Soldier's Companion
is dedicated to depicting the lives of colonial
soldiers, from their organizations and locations
on Venus and Mars to their varying stores of
equipment. An extensive color section serves as
a uniform guide and painting illustration as you
assemble your armies of miniatures. Also, Soldier's Companion introduces the mass combat
and miniatures rules for Soace: 1889-as the coCompanion.
GDW: 1984. ISBN 1-55878-026-2. 96
pages.. ...........................................
.$12.

(Coming in November)
A 20-casting assortment of fierce High Martians. These
flying savages are hardly organized enough to call this

SKY GALLEONS OF MARS
@

The magic of liftwood.
Plastic ships.

The first game in the Space: 1889 series,
Sky Galleons of Mars places you in thrilling
air battles high above the red deserts. British
aerial gunboats, armed with sophisticated
naval guns, duel the finest cloudships the Martian princes can muster. Rules cover movement and firing, grappling, boarding actions,
critical hits, complete ship design and rating,
and more. Sky Galleons of Mars is played
with large plastic pieces depicting the gunboats
and cloudships involved.
GDW: 1890 ISBN 0-943580-73-0.
Boxed ....................... ............$28,

.
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BY ~.h-.o n e . ~ a.us
l l at (309) 452-3632 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
. -.
. . . . . .
- .
Lentral llme weekdays. You can pay by Vlsa or Mastercard.
By FAX. Write out your order (including Visa/MasterCard information) and fax us any time at (309) 454-3127.
We are committed to prompt service; we fill orders within two
working
- davs.
.
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FREE! Write, call, or FAX for GDW's free, current, 16-page catalog.
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One complete British infantry company (20
figures) as organized in the Soldier's Companion, the miniature wargame rules written
specifically for these figures and Space: 1889.
These colonial troops are equipped for battles
with savage Martians, Venusians, or renegade
adventurers. Ten different poses are provided, along with a background booklet which includes a quick-and-easy painting guide.
GDW: 1841. ISBN 1-55878-047-5.
-Boxed. (July)...............................$20.
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Hardware. The core of most science-fiction
literature is its hardware, the hitherto unheardof fantastic devices that make the adventures
and situations possible. Incredible spacecraft
that laugh atthe so-called speed of light barrier.
Electronics which allow one to abandon his
physical self for a junket through the world of
computer data and programs. Remarkable
weapons barely capable of turning back alien
invaders of equal or greater technology. Hardware makes science fictionwork, and thatis why
we have devoted this entire issueof Challenge
to the hardwareof futuristicscience-fictionroleplaying games.
The idea of special issues is hardly new to
the magazine industry. Provided they are
spaced betweenstandard issuesof a magazine,
the readership is generally satisfied to turn its
attention, however briefly, to one specific area
of thought.
The problem we encountered is the diversity of our readershipand interests-your interests. We cover a number of games, and slighting one in favor of another is virtually taboo;
that's a dance we have to perform with every
Issue.
Therefore, we were forced to make concessions in our thinking about special issues.The
overall topic of the issue had to be one which
could touch upon every futuristic role-playing
game we deal with. A special issue on, say,
MegaTraveller, would have greatly pleased
several fans of that system, but would have
completely alienated many other readers, readers who deserve a copy of Challenge they too
will use and enjoy.
Loren and I discussed the possible topics
which fitted easily into these constraints. One
of my first ideas was to create a special issue
devoted to solitaire adventures. Many of our
readers have expressedinterest in solitaire adventures for various reasons,and we could publish them on any game system wewant to. Also,
solitaire adventures are of tremendous utility in
introducing a new player to a different game
system.
If you always figured you might be interested
in Star Wars, for instance, you could play the
solitaireadventure,and, if you enjoyed yourself,
you could encourage your friends to do the
same. When you were finished, you might have
a whole gaming group eager to play the new
game in a group environment. Unfortunately, it
will be some time beforewecan musterenough
authors to create enough solitaire adventures
for an entire Challenge issue. Instead, we had
to optfor a more attainableoption, this hardware
issues
As usual, we are always interested in hearing your comments about the magazine. What
do you think of special issues, and what topics
would you like to see in them? We hope you
enjoy the pieces of hardware presented in this
issue and find the time to mix them liberally in
your campaigns.
-Timothy B. Brown
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Loren K. Wiseman

Heavy Weapons Gu

El
w4

In response to tremendous consumer demand,
we have decided to publish a Heavy Weapons Guide for Twilight: 2000.
As a service to our readers who want to take a look at the sourcebook
before investing in it, we hereby provide the following samples.
Each description includes an illustration, a short commentary, game statistics,
and a nationality symbol to help users group the weapons by nation.

L16A1 81 mm Mortar
This weapon isthe standard medium mortar forthe British and
Canadian armies, as well as several smaller nationalities.
Weight: 40 kg (bipod 15 kg, baseplate 10 kg, tube 15 kg)
Nation: United Kingdom

Mag:O

ILLUM

- -

M38, M43 120mm Mortars
The M38 and M43 are similardesigns, with the main differences
being minor modifications to the M43's elevating and traversing
gear.
Weight: 275 kg
Price: $15,000 (CIC)
Nation: Warsaw Pact

ROF: 1
Mag:O

WP
ILLUM
CHEM

-

x15C

- - xlC

x10

-

40 5700

x10

-

15 5700

-

- 1500 5700

Challenge
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M43, M53 160rnrn Mortars
Although slightly more common than their heavier brethren,
mortars of this large caliber are still rarely encountered. Like most
mortars of this size, the M43 and M53 are breechloaders.

ROF: 1
Mag:O

WP
CHEM

-

x20C
xlC

x8
x8

-

-

a879
The Yugoslavian M79 (not to be confused with the American
GLof the same designation) is patterned afterthe French LRAC

Mag: (2) WP

250

xl5C

x10

-

89.
Wight: 3.5 kg (unloaded)
Price: $3500 (-/R)

Challenge
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AK-G L

EM 100
UM 100

The advantages of a grenade launcher that can be attached
to an assault rifle or used separately are obvious, although the
Soviets took their time in developing theirs. The AK-GL was first
used in the Afghan War in the mid- to late-1980s.
Weight: 1 kg
Price: $700 (-IS)
Nation: Warsaw Pact

xl

-

M72 66mm Light Antitank Weapon
The M72 was introduced in the late 1960s and was the first
disposable antitank rocket used by U.S. forces. Many were still
to be found in warehouses at the start of the war and were issued
to a few later formations.
Weight: 2 kg
Price: $180 (SIR)
Nation: United States

M3 Carl Gustav 84mm LAW
The M3 Carl Gustav 84mm is sold throughout the world by the
Swedes, and the weapon is fairly common in many European
and Third World armies.
Mag:O

HEDP 200

x20C

x5

Price: $800 (CIS)
Nation: Sweden R

Survival in the
Devastation of
World War III

You are part of the remnants of the leading U.S. division of NATO's last drive
into Central Poland. There isn't much in the way of organized military forces left
on either side, and the local warlords, militia, and murderous bands of marauding
deserters rule the countryside. Your division has been overrun, and your group is
hundreds of kilometers from the nearest friendlies.
The last message from division headquarters read:

LAST BATTLE
@

Award-winning system.
Twilight combat boardgame.

Cities have been leveled, armies
decimated, nations destroyed. Only tattered groups of battle-hardened soldiers
survive. They rely on instincts, training,
and the remnants of their sophisticated
weapons to fight the last battles of World
War Ill.
Last Battle is a man-to-man, tank-totank game of high-intensity personal
combat. Rules are flexible, easy t o learn,
yet detailed and realistic. A soldier may
carry a pistol and a grenade launcher,
mount a horse and ride with an M16, or
be the gunner on an M1 tank. Every vehicle in the game is represented by a counter and a vehicle card. Each vehicle card
has a vehicle illustration and supplies
detailed information about armor, weapons, on-road and off-road speed, rangefinding equipment, crew, and battle
damage.
Last Battle also covers towed artillery,
cohesion and leadership rules, and the
ability t o capture enemy equipment.
Special scenarios and charts step you
through the rules, allowing you t o learn
the system quickly and thoroughly.
Last Battle is completely compatible
with Twilight: 2000. If you play Twilight:
2000. olace vour characters on the Last
Battle game board and play through your
combat scenes with the aid of counters
and detailed terrain maps.
Last Battle. A fight for survival.
GDW: 0551. ISBN 1-55878-017-3.
Boxed ....................................
$24.

The
Guides
.....
SMALL ARMS GUlDE
48 automatic pistols, 16 revolvers, 26
submachineguni, 19 assault rifles, 8 battle rifles, the M16EZ. and more!......$7.

SOVIET VEHICLE GUIDE
Nine main battle tanks, 9 self-propelled artillery, 6 armored personnel
carriers, 9 light combat vehicles, 5
engineer vehicles and hovercraft, and
much more. Plus Soviet orders of batorices.
tle and oraanization.. eauioment
. .
.
.
and
color-olates!
$7.
...
. . ,- - ~- ........................

US ARMY VEHICLE GUIDE
Five MBTs, 1 6 self-propelled artillery,
7 armored personnel carriers, 7 light
combat vehicles, 3 engineer vehicles,
and manv more essential vehicles. Plus
orders of battle and organization, equipment, and color plates! ...............$7.

NATO VEHICLE GUIDE
In preparation for 1989. The vehicles
of the NATO armies ...................$7.

HEAVY WEAPONS GUIDE
In preparation for Sept. 1989. 113
pieces of equipment. Illustrated...$7.

GOOD LUCK.
YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN.

I
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LAST SUBMARINE

RETURN TO EUROPE

Three exciting
modules deal with
the last American
submarine. Follow
the USS City o f
Corpus Christi, on
its daring missions.

It's time t o save Western
civilization. Again.

RETURN TO WARSAW
Return to Euroae 1

kCIS?ILf i ~ b

LAST SUBMARINE
Last Sub 7
O A Los Angeles-class submarine.

A fishing community is using the sub
for personal electrical power, while many
factions attempt t o seize it, repair it, and
put it back out t o sea. Twilight: 2 0 0 0
statistics are given for much of New
England, including towns, villages, important NPCs, and other encounters.
GDW: 051 7. ISBN 0-943580-68-4.48
pages .........................................
$7.

MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE
Last Sub 2
The City o f Corpus Christ; can make
the journey. Accompany the sub in its
next voyage across the sea to aid in a covert military operation in the Balkans. The
City o f Corpus Christi will land in Spain
and the northern coast of Africa in Libya
before makina the final lea of its mission.
GDW: 0526. ISBN I-5g878-005-X. 48
.
.
.
..............$7.
pages ....................

BOOMER
Last Sub 3

THE WHITE EAGLE
Return to Europe 3

I
I

II
1,

BEAR'S DEN
Return to Europe 2
After braving winter in the Ukrainian
steppes t o reach Lvov, on the outlands
of the Soviet Union, the characters become entwined in an expatriate Soviet
general's fight for survival and control of
the region. The general has many enemies outside and inside Lvov. But General Anton Chelkov remains confident:
He alone fields a Scud B missile.
GDW: 0524. ISBN 1-55878-030-0.48
pages .....................................
$7.00.

@

I

He's back...

When the Sielce Milicya defeated the
Black Baron, they thought they would
never hear from him again. But the Baron
has been building a new army over the
winter, and he's back, looking for revenge.
The meager forces of the city are all
that stand between it and the Black Baron's ravenous horde. If they lose, Poland
will be submerged in a sea of chaos. The
Milicya has one asset the Baron hasn't
counted on, though ....You're back, too.
GDW: 0523 ISBN 1-55878-018-1. 4 8
pages ..........................
..............$7.

The Atlantic barrier.

.

' 7 thought we were the last
submarine."
After a mission in the Mediterranean,
the City o f Corpus Chrjsti has a new
problem. An operating Soviet sub (a
boomer) is causing trouble in the North'
Sea. The characters must make ttieir way
north t o face the Soviets in a classic oneon-one submarine duel.
GDW: 0521. ISBN 1-55878-006-8.48
pages .........................................
$7.

II

1I
II

When they found the Black Madonna
over a year ago, the group gave it t o
Father Wojiech Niekarz. In The White
Eagle, Father Niekarz and his people's arm y must face down the armed might of
-their only competitor-the Markgraf of
Silesia'. Both armies march under the
standard of the white eagle of Polish independence, but only one can triumph.
GDW: 0527. ISBN 1-55878-033-5.48
pages .........................................$7.

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER!
I

For sale at your hobby or game store. Or order from GDW.
By Mail. Write what you want on a piece of paper. Pay by
check, money order, or VisalMasterCard information.
By Phone. Call us at 309-452-3632 between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m. Central Time weekdays. You can pay by Visa or
Mastercard. Sorry, no COD.
By FAX. Write out your order (including VisalMasterCard
information) and fax us any time at 309-454-3127.
We are committed t o prompt service; we fill orders within
t w o working days.

For a free copy of GDW's current game catalog, just ask, write, call, or FAX.

TWILIGHT: 2000
For five years the armies of the world
have fought back and forth across Europe. Three years ago the missiles started
flying. Most countries were hit hard in the
nuclear exchange, but no one had a
decisive advantaae.
. .
- . and the war went
on. Tanks began breaking down, and the
supply of spare parts gradually dwindled
t o zero. The sophisticated artillery
weapons have shot off all of their ammo,
and no one is capable of producing any
more. Divisions which started with
20,000 men are lucky t o put 2000 in the
field.
But the war goes on.
You are part of the remnants of the
leading U.S. division of NATO's last drive
into central Poland. There isn't much in
the way of an organized military force left
on either side. Local warlords, militia, and
murderous bands of marauding deserters
rule the countryside. Your division has
been overrun. Your group is hundreds of
kilometers from the nearest friendlies.
Welcome t o the world of Twilight:
2000.
Twilight: 2000 is a complete roleplaying system for survival in a devastated post-holocaust world. Rules cover
character generation, living off the land,
encounters, combat, skills and skill improvement, medicine, vehicles, ammunition, trade, and much more. The combat
rules are a major breakthrough. One
general combat resolution procedure
covers all types of combat: hand-tohand, melee weapons, small arms fire,
and fire against armored vehicles. The
background of the war is covered in
detail, and extensive material on the
state of the world is included t o assist the
referee. The beginning adventure.
"Escape from Kalisz," paves the way for
the Poland Series of Twilight: 2 0 0 0
modules. The Play Manualand Referee's
Manual present these rules in an orderly
and easy-to-learn manner, and the accompanying charts supplement and facilitate exciting role-playing action in a devastated world.
GDW: 0500. ISBN 0-943580-50-1.
Boxed .......................
...............$20.
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The Stoner 63 Weapon Svstem:
The Guns that eve;
J
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Loren K. Wiseman
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The notion of a whole series of
weapons with interchangeable parts
would have solved some logistical problems, and was attractive from that viewpoint. The fact that the Stoner 63 weapons all usedthe same cartridge also had
its attractions. The 5.56mm cartridge
was lighter than the 7.62mm currently
usedfor light machineguns (suchasthe
M60). The main criticism of the Stoner
63 system was that it required all weapons to use a common receiver, one
designed for the rigorous use required
of a heavy machinegun. This made the
rifle and carbine heavierthanthey wouM
otherwise have been. The ultimate
reason for the failure of the system was
that like most multipurposeweapon systems, it did a lot of things, but none of
them very well.
In defense of the Stoner 63 System,
with a little more developmentalwork (to
eliminatethe unreliability demonstrated
by the MK23lXM207 in Vietnam), it
might have been successful. After all,
the West Germanfirmof Heckler& Koch
(whose weapons are known for their
reliability) employs a very high degree
of parts interchangeability in its weapons, and most of them use an action of
essentially the same design. It is not too
great a step from interrelatedweapons
such as the G3lHK-21lPSG1 to a system such as Eugene Stonerenvisioned.

9

in any significant quantity, but they are
too interesting to be totally dismissed.
Referees should exercise some discre- @
tion in the total number of weapons
found-no more than one or two com@
plete systems (whichcan be assembled
into only one weapon at a time) should
be allowed. For simplicity's sake, referees should assume it takes 15 minutes LMG. It can fire either belts or magatoconvertfromoneweaponto another. zines. Wt: 4.8 kg Price: $2000 (RI-).
HMG: This weapon accepts only
Carbine: This weapon has a short
barrel and a folding stock, reducing its belts, but has a slightly higher rate of fire
weight somewhat. The carbine version than the lighter weapons. Wt: 5.4 kg
utilizes 10-shot magazines (using the Price: $2400 (RI-).
Coaxial MG:This weapon is seldom
standard game definition of one shot
equals three actual rounds). Wt: 3.8 kg found separate from the vehicle it is
mounted in, and cannot be fired by
Price: $1200 (RI-).
Rifle: This weapon has a longer hand, in any case. Wt: 5.4 kg Price:
barrel than the carbine, and a regular $2500 (RI-).
Complete System Package: The
stock but usesthe same magazines. Wt:
full kit is very rare. It consists of enough
3.9 kg Price: $1400 (RI-).
LMG Bipod (Mk23lXM207):This is parts to build any one of the six weapthe most common weapon of the sys- ons in the system, but only one at atime
tem, andwillaccepteither33-shotbelts (each kit contains only one receiver
or 10-shot magazines. Wt: 4.5 kg Price: group). The availability rating reflects
the extreme scarcity of the kit. Wt: 10
$1700 (SI-).
LMG Tripod: This weapon is slightly kg (including canvas case and six
more robust than the bipod-mounted magazines) Price: $6000 (-I-).
SZ

TWILIGHT: 2000
WEAPON STATISTICS
Frankly, these weapons are really
too scarce to have survived until 2000

We Ship Worldwide Everyday;
Your Satisfaction is our Commitment!
THE

>FiiFEiZ

~EEKENB

TO THE WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION GAMING

8116VAN NOORD AVE., NO. HOLLYWOOD,CA91605

818-988-1 441
Our inventory of out of print games and magazine
back issues is larger than other companies' stock of
current titles . . . which we have a full range of also!
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For Space: 1889 and Sky Galleons of Mars
By Bret A. Foland and Lester W. Smith
-

In the untamed regions of Space: 1889,

a good weapon may ofien be all that stands
between a character and certain death.
VVe offer the following new weapons
for those referees and players
who might like to try something
out of theordinary.
FIREARMS
ometimes it is importantto be well prepared for the
unexpected. At such times, it can be annoying, to
say the least, to find oneself armed with a revolver
when a shotaun would be better, or with a shotaun
when a rifle is needed. Combination weapons such asihe
two described here werecreatedfor just suchcontingencies.

Le Mat Revolver
The Le Mat revolver, invented by Dr. Jean Alexandre Le
Mat, a Frenchman residing in America, might seem at first
glance to be an overly large, unwieldy weapon. But in reality, it can be very effective in close combat due to its multibarrel nature and heavy firepower.The weapon consists of a
.44-caliber, nine-chamber cylinder that revolves around a
central, .65-caliber shotgun barrel. Together, these features
allow the weapon's user a total of 10 shots before having to
reload, with one of those shots being a blast of "grapeshot."
Infact, the weapon was often calledthe "grapeshot" revolver
in reference to this last feature.
An earlier, percussion model of the Le Mat revolverwas in
great demand by the Confederatecavalry during the American Civil War, being favored by such notables as Jeb Stuart
and General Beauregard. However, relatively few of the
revolvers were ever actually made. Because of their rarity,
Le Mat revolvers should be very hard to come by in any
Space: 1889 campaign. It is suggested that no more than
one be available at any time, perhaps only one over the course
of an entire campaign. Wt: 3 Ibs Price: £6.

Drilling
A Drilling is a break-open, combinationweapon with three
barrels,typically usedfor huntingwhen it is not known ahead
of time what the quarry will be. In the most common version
of the Drilling, two shot barrels are mounted above a single
rifle barrel. But occasionally,a Drilling may be found that consists of two rifle barrels above a single shot barrel. Usually,
the double rifle barrels are of a larger caliber than that of the
single-rifle-barrel version.The basic price for a Drilling is
approximately £8, but the Space: 1889 referee can adjust
this upwardto account for customizedweapons and varying
calibers. Drillings are readily available from civilian sources.
Wt: 10 Ibs Price: £8 and up.
ARTILLERY
Before the arrival of humans on Mars, Martian culture had
reached a point of stagnation in which innovation had nearly
died out. In the years before the onset of this stagnation,
Martian engineers developed a number of interesting and
innovative weapons which have never entered common
usage for one reason or another. Two of these are listed
below.

Thunderbolt Quick-firing Light Gun
The Thunderbolt is a variation on the theme of Earth's 15thcentury Veuglaire, which uses a removable firing chamber.
This removable canister allows the Thunderbolt to have a
longer barrelthan standard light guns, since the weapon need
not be muzzle-loaded. The canister is held in place by one
or more wedges in primitive models, or by a rotating screw
in more advanced models. After firing, the crew loosens and
removes the expended cartridge, replaces it with a loaded
one, and tightens it in place.
This means of loading raises the gun's rate of fire somewhat, although three gunners are required to crew the
weapon. The canister must be loaded with powder and shot
inconventionalfashion, but a number can be preparedahead
of time, at leisure, ensuring a better measured charge than

GDW
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is possible in the heat of battle. The increased rate of fire is
achieved at a loss of range, however, because the seal at
the breech is usually poor (due to the corrosive effects of
Martian gunpowder), and considerable pressure is lost, with
consequent reduction in range. Despite this, Thunderbolts
are still popular with some captains.
THUNDERBOLT TABLE
Weapon
Wt Pen DV FlOF Crew Rng Cost
Thunderbolt 30
0
1
2
3
1/2 600

the incendiary roundconsists of approximately a dozen small,
stone containers of Martian liquid fire, banded together with
iron to form a projectile nearly the same size as a normal lob
Lob Gun Incendiary Projectile
The incendiary round for lob guns is a projectile that gun round. The containers are scored to makethem fracture
combines some of the impact damage of a normal lob gun upon impact, even with a wooden-hulled ship. The round is
round with the incendiarv traits of Martian liauidfire. In form. loaded into a lob aun in the same manner as a normal lob
gun r o i n d . ~ h e nthe projectile is fired, one of the
stone containers sometimes fractures in flight,
which gives the round the appearance of a fireball as it flies through the air. The remaining containers burst and spill liquid fire when the round
strikes its target. The fire level sufferedby the tarADDITIONS
get is determined by rolling 1D6 and subtracting
the range in hexes from the gun to its target.
Req
Weapon Shots Mag Reload Wnd Str Save Range
lmpad damage is also caused by the incendiary round: A lob gun firing such a round is considLe Mat Revolver
ered to have a penetration of 1 and a damage
Pistol
3
9
3
1-2
2
1
15
value of 3 (ratherthan the standard values of Pen
10612 3
0
5*
Shot
1
1
2 and DV 4). As well, there is some chance of a
loss of trim critical being caused by an incendiary
DrilIing (Basic)
round, but because of the projectile's lighter
Rifle
1
1
1
2
3
1
100
weight, that chance is not so great as with a normal
1
1D
3
0
30
Shot
2
2
round. When a target is hit by an incendiary round
from a lob gun, roll 1D6: On a roll of 1-3, a loss of
Drilling (Variant)
trim critical occurs.
Rifle
2
2
1
3
3
1
100
Because of the difficulty involved in construct1
1
1
ID
3
0
30
Shot
ing incendiary projectilesfor lob guns, each round
is consideredto have a cost of f 5. Players should
"Shot barrel adds 1 to to-hit numbers at close-combat range
be careful to keep track of exactly how many in(10 meters).
cendiary rounds a ship carries. If a hit occurs on
a lob gun magazine containing incendiaryprojectiles, roll 1D6foreach such projectileto determine
the level of fire that breaks out on the ship. C;Z
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There's a Universe of Adventure
Waiting for You. .Try These:

..

GDW

Only a limited selection of vessels
could be included in Sky Galleons of
Mars when it was released, so GDW
concentrated on providing a good generic mix of ships. The Martian vessels
consist of a large and a small screw
galley, and a large and a small kite.
While the large vessels resemble the
familiar Whisperdeath and Hullcutter,
many vessels are not specifically represented. Furthermore, with only eight
cloudships in the box, garners were
understandably reluctant to begin cutting them apart and experimenting with
different configurations. This is compounded by the fact that parts of several ships are required in these conversions, and parts are often leftoverwhen
the work is finished.
But now our worries are over: GDW
is now making the vessels separately
available in boxed sets. Converting the
basic miniatures into the large variety
of screw galleys, kites, and gunboats
that ply the skies is now an easy task.
In order to undertake these conversions, you need a good hobby knife (a
No. 1knife with a No. 11blade) and plastic glue (such as Testors Liquid or Pic
Plasti-Stic,or a solvent-basedalue such
as Weld-On). Do not use a thick tube
glue because it is more likely to mar the
miniatures. Sandpaper can also be
handy for removing gun mounts and
sanding surfaces smooth on hull conversions.
Some of the more advanced conversions also call forthe use of hobbyputty
(such as Miliput or Tamiya two-part
ribbon epoxy) or a gap-filling cyanoacrylate (like the Pic Slow+Accelerator).
Do not use a filler, such as Squadron
Green Putty or most cyanoacrylates,
because they will soften and warp the
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Large Kite: The large cruciform hull
with a hole for an upright mast.
Small Kite: The medium-sized hull
with a groove running across its deck
for a crosspiece mast.
Large Screw Galley: The long, mastless hull.
Small Screw Galley: The small,
mastless hull with a gangplank at both
ends.
Forecastle: The large decked structure that makes up the front part of the
ship.
plastic and may actually dissolve the
Quarterdeck: The large decked
miniature. Also handy are very thin structure that makes up the rear part of
sheet styrene (also called plastic card) the ship.
and a Dremelor Moto-Tool with sander
Mounting Socket: The structure on
and cutting heads (be very careful with the bottomof the hull into which the end
this tool).
of the base fits.
Paints are a necessity-no matter
Outrigger: The two wings that extend
how good the conversion is, some lines to either side of the large kite's hull.
and slight imperfectionswill show up. EiSprue: The plastic "tree" to which the
ther enamels or acrylics will work. ship parts are attached.
Despite the small size of the ship models, paintingthem is a breeze. The hard
plastic of the models takes and permanently holds either enamel or acrylic
paint. For suggestions on colors and
techniques, see PaintingYour Models,
page
.
- 19.

In this section we are going to go
throuah every Martian s h i ~that has
been2escribed to date in space: 1889
publications and explain how to build
each from the parts included in the Martian Skyships boxed miniatures set.
Bloodrunner
As we do so, several terms will be
The Bloodmnerconversion requires
used over and over again, so for clarity the hull of a small screw galley and the
I'lltry to cover them all here.
mast of a small kite. Cut the forward and

14
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Still not sure h i d t the Mes of March means to you?
Is your favorite team t~yingto hold on to last place with a vengeance?
Tired of hearing that nachoes and soft drinks don't constitute a balmcsd diet?

Now's your chance to cut loose!!!
Space Combat is a game of pure tactical combat...
but in a rather unique environment.
You'll be fighting in a 2D or 3D contest zone aboard living creatures. Space
Combat is almost all combat, with some room for diplomacy. Offensive actions include the creature's Psychic Screams to mentally disrupt others,
launching Inverse Mines that will implode near your enemy, freeing Spores
to destroy internals, and Virally Infecting your opponent in the hopes of taking over their alien. The 2D version includes a special graphic printout of
your ending position to aid you in planning.

Space Combat was designed to be easy to learn, but difficult to master. Every game starts with ten players, and as each is eliminated, the chances of the
game ending will increase. Turnsheets are custom made on a laser printer to
aid you in filling out your next turn. The games run about 12-16 turns. Cost is
$3.00 per turn. A rulebook (required before you can join) is only $1.00.
SPECIAL OFFER: Send for a rulebook now! Mention that you saw this ad and you'll receive
the rules for free. Enter a game by June lst, 1989 and play for only $1.50 a turn in our special
Gamma version of the game.

Mail to: TWIN ENGINE GAMING, Dept. 209; 3254 Maple Leaf Ct.; San Jose, CA 95121
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aft gangplanks off the hull. Sand the deck, one immediately behindthe stairs
guns off of the rear gun mounts and use and one between the two aft gun
one of the gangplanks to make a single mounts. Glue one of the large kite masts
aft gun mount. Now cut one of the sails in each hole. You should, however, cut
off the small kite's mast and glue it to one-eighth of an inch off the bottom of
the top of the hull as an upright sail.
the mizzenmast (the one to the rear)
before gluing it in place, so that it is
shorter than the mainmast.

Swiftwood

Warm Winds
The main feature of the Warm Winds
is that it is really big. Forthis conversion
you will need two large kites and one
small one. Start with one of the large kite
hulls and cut off the forecastle and the
two outriggers. Next, cut the stern off
flat, slightly behind the two gun mounts
on the quarterdeck,then sand the guns
off the mounts. Now take the second
large kite and cut the quarterdeck off
immediately behindthe stairs. Sand the
guns flat on these two mounts and glue
this pieceto the backof the first hull. You
now have an enlarged quarterdeck.
Next, take the hull of the small kite and
cut off the forward half of the ship,
making the cut just behind the mounting socket. Sandthe gunsoff this piece,
and sand the bottom of the mounting
socket until it is even with the bottom of
the hull. Fill in the remaining depth of
the mounting socket with putty. Now
glue this to the main hull assembly. The
last step is attaching the masts. Glue the
small kite's mast in place in its normal
bracket. Drill two holes in the quarter-

The Swiffwoodconversion requires
the hull and mast of one small kite, the
hull of one large screw galley, and the
mast of one large kite. Cut the quarterdeck off the small kite's hull and lace it
in your parts box. NOW cut the forecastle
off the screw galley and glue it on in
place of the small kite's quarterdeck.
This becomes the new bow of the ship.
Now take the mast of the small kite and
cut the two sails away from it. Glue the
mast in its normal place, where it now
serves as the ship's outriggers. Finally,
drill a hole in the deck immediately in
Sky lord
The Skylordis simply a larger version front of the crosspiece of the outrigger
of the Whisperdeath with its guns and glue the upright mast in place.
mounted belowdecks. For this conversion you will need one complete large
kite plus one of the outriggers and the
mast from a second large kite. Start by
sanding the various gun mounts off the
upper deck. Next, cut the deck of the
outrigger away from the large structure
at its end and cut the forecastle off the
main part of the hull. Glue the short deck
section from the outrigger where the
forecastle was and then glue the fo
castle to the end of this. This will exte
the length of the ship and give it a mor
massiveappearance. Finally, drill a hol
in the quarterdeck just at the top of th
aft stairs and glue a second upright mast
Whisperdeath
in place. As with the Whisperdeath, a
The large kite included in the current
little bit of sheet plastic can be used to
make a more elaborate ram if desired. set is patterned afterthe Whisperdeath,

OW

the world's most flexible terrain just got better. In addition to our award

winning GEO-HEXTM
Terrain Simulation System, we now offer BATTLESCAPETM
, a revolution in
gameboard design. with this new system you can bridge the gap between boardgames and miniatures; roleplaying or sci-fi. So now you have a choice; you can order your landscape straight up or with a twist! You can
get the original GEO-HEXTM
or BA'JTLESCAPETM,
''Thesystem with a 1.5 inch printed hexgrid." Either way you'll
get a finished ready-to-use terrain system in your choice of green or desert color that gives you the ability to create
rivers, streams, hills, islands, or any terrain feature you can imagine, simply by rearranging our unique, patented
shapes to suit your need. There simply isn't enough room in this ad to even begin to show the wealth of products
we offer for tabletop landscaping; but a s a n example we have:
G E O - H E X ~ ~ T o u r n a m e nBfa s i c Set

83 pieces, over 37 square feet

of

finished

landscape

Set,
58 pieces, over 22 square feel
of finished landscape
BATTLESCAPE.

with 1.5inch hexgrid

To support both systems we also list scale model trees, buildings, flocking, foliage, basegfitands, paints, etc,dn our
color catalog. So leave Bat, featureless tabletops and gameboards behind; ask your local hobby dealer about us or
contact us directly at the address below, and enter a realm of adventure with GEO-HEX or BATTLESCBPE !
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and can be used as is. It has only one
mast, though. To make an accurate
version of the Whisperdeath,drill a hole
in the quarterdeck just at the top of the
aft stairs and glue a second upright mast
in place. If desired, a little bit of sheet
styrene can be used to make a more
elaborate ram.

Endtime

Small Bird
The model of the small screw galley
was patterned after the Small Bird and
may be used as is. If added detailing is
desired, cut off the gangplanks at the
bow and stern and add a rudder, cut
from sheet styrene, to the stern.

This is a very easy conversion and
requires only the hull of the small kite.
The gun arrangement on deck is correct as is. Just take putty and fill in the
Sky Runner
hole for the mast. If desired, a small
This conversionrequires only the hull
amount of putty can be used to round
of a small kite. Begin by cutting off the
out the shape of the forecastle.
front of the hull just behind the forward
gun mount and sanding the front into a
smooth, gentle curve. This will now be
the sternof the ship. Next, sand the bow
of the ship (which used to be the stern)
so it has a rounded shape instead of a
rectangularshape. Finally,fill inthe mast
hole with putty.

Fleetfoot

Clearsight
This conversion requires the hull
piece from a small kite model. Cut away
the central deck and hull from immediately behind the mounting socket to the
immediatefront of the quarterdeck. Now
glue the quarterdeck to the main hull,
thus shortening the hull. Fill in the mast
hole with putty.

This conversion of the smallest of
screw galleys requires a small screw
galley and the left outriggerfrom a large
kite. Cut the stern gangplank off the
screw galley hull but leave the forward
one in place. Sand the guns off the gun
mounts and glue the outriggerto the left
side of the hull. The outrigger will look
better if you use your hobby knife to
shave the sides of the deck connecting
it to the hull. This should be done before you glue it to the hull. Finally, a small
triangular piece of sheet styrene glued
to the bottomof the outrigger represents
the rudder.

Glory Sled
These High Martian screw galleys
requirethe hull of a large kite and a small
kite. First, cut the forecastle and outriggers off the large kite's hull and put them
in your parts box. Next,cut the forecastle
off the small kite's hull. Use sandpaper
to smooththe bottom of the hull and the
remnant of the mounting bracket. Glue
this to the front of the large kite's hull as
the new forecastle. Finally, make a ram
out of sheet styrene and add it to the new
bow.
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boiler. Cut the gangplank off so that the
bow has a more rounded appearance.
Trim the roundwing mountsoff the deck
and cut two indentations in the deck on
either side of the boiler. Now cut two
trapezoidal rudders out of sheet styrene
and glue them into the indentationsyou
cut in the deck.

Fenian R a m
This conversion requiresthe hull of a
large kite and a small kite. Begin by
cuttingthe forecastle off the large kite's
hull. Next, cut the back half of the hull
off the small kite, making your cut just
behindthe mounting socket. Returnthe
forward part of the hull to the parts box.
Turn the back half of the small kite's hull
around and alue it to the front of the large
kite's hull, so that the stern of the small
kite's hull faces forward. Now glue the
forecastle of the large kite to the front of
the ship, filling in any gaps with putty.

Hullcutfter
The model of the large screw galley
is patterned after the Hullcutter and
does not require any conversion work.
Some sheet plastic can be usedto detail
the ram, however, and that can improve
the appearance of the piece considerably.

Locust
Many of the aerial vessels of the
European powers are very elaborate in
their design and require complex conversions which are beyond the scope of
this article. However, British ships have
a commonality in design which makes
it fairly easy to conduct simple conversions to model their most frequently
encountered vessels. All of these will be
undertaken using the three basic models included in the original Sky Galleonsof Mars,which representthe Aphid,
Dauntless, and Reliant.

This conversion requires only an
Aphid hull and a piece of sprue. Carefully trim the boiler off the rear of the
Aphid's superstructure. Now cut a short
cylindrical section from the sprue. Glue
this to the deck in place of the boiler to
represent the Locusfs stern tower.

Sk yfire
The Skyfire is similar to the Hullcutter, only larger. This conversion requires
one large screw galley and the mast
from a small kite. First, sand the guns
off the gun mounts, as the Skyfire's
weaponry is located belowdecks. Next,
cut the two sails off the mast and glue
them, standing upright, to the ship's
deck. These represent the small auxiliary sails that the ship sometimes uses
while cruising. Although the Hullcutter
Aerial Steam Launch
has these as well, adding them to this
This conversion requires only an
model will give it a distinctive look.
Finally, use thin sheet plastic to detail Aphidand some sheet styrene. Cut the
tail off the Aphid immediately behindthe
the ram, if desired.

Ma cefield
The Macefieldrequiresboth an Aphid
and a Dauntless. Cut the tail off the
Dauntlessand returnit to your parts box.
Trim the forward hull of the Dauntless
down so it is level with the deck forward
of the bridge. Fill in the area between
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the bridge and the gun tower behind it
with putty and sand it smooth, so it looks
like a continuation of the bridge. Cut
away the rear third of the ship's boiler
and replace it with a new gun tower cut
from sprue, just as you did with the Locust. Now cut the tail off the Aphid just
behind the boiler and glue it to the back
of the Macefield's hull. (Note that ir you
have already done the steam launch
conversion, you will have an extra Aphid
tail to use for the Macefield.)

Triumph
This is a fairly simple conversion
requiring a Reliant and the tail from an
Aphid. Cut the tail off the Reliant just
behind the gun tower. Sand the gun
towerdown and, using putty, extend the
superstructure backto coverthe boilers.
Now glue the tail of the Aphid to the back
of the Refiant.

U.S.S. Ranger
This is not a British vessel, but it is so
easy to model that it seems foolish not
to include it here. Begin by making the

Swiftwoodconversiondescribed in the
Martian section above, but leave off the
mast. Now find a small piece of plastic
rod or piece of scrap plastic that can be
filed into the shape of asmokestack, and
glue it to the center of the quarterdeck.

Once you have completed your conversions, you will want to paint them.
The finished model should be glued to
its base and then spray painted with a
single, even coat. If you don't want to
invest a lot of time in this, pick an appropriate color and leave it at that.
(Brownfor Martians and gray for British
is, of course, recommended.) With very
little extra effort, however, you can add
a great deal to the appearance of the
ships by painting them in a "historical"
fashion.
To make this extra effort, start, as before, with a coat of spray paint, but make
it white or light gray. Be careful not to
overdo this: It is easy to lose detail if too
much paint is applied. The overall spray
coat is important because the models,
particularly the bases, have large, flat,
smooth areas which tend to show brush
marks. If you spray them first, you will
have a slightly textured surface which
your paint will adhere to evenly. It was
common practice in all navies to have
the decks done in a light, natural wood
color or polishedwhite, and you should
do the same. Paint the decks either
white or light tan. For steel-hulled European ships, the hulls and superstructures should be either gray or steel, with
detailing picked out in black. Martian
hips, however, are often flamboyantly
ainted, and individual captains have
ide latitude in selecting their own colors. Contrasting upper and lower hull
colors are common, with sails often
matching the dominant hull color. Gun
mounts should be painted black or
brown, while guns should be painted
black or brass. Merchant vessels are
more often somber colors, perhaps a
simple brownwith white or linen-cobred
sails.
Once the basic painting is done, you
may wish to add some special detail
work. Two very easy ways of doing this
involve decals and art markers. Many

hobby shops have a variety of heraldic
shield decals available. These have
emblems on them such as jumping fish,
rampant lions, and coiled dragons, as
well as more geometric designs such as
shamrocks, stars, circles, bars, etc.
These can be used to excellent effect
in detailing ships, particularly on the
large upright sailsof kites. For example,
if you have agreen fish decal, you might
paint a ship with a green hull and a
yellow sail and then put the green fish
on the sail to match the hull.
Art markers are an even more useful
means of detailing ships, particularly
colored fine-line markers. Martianships
are often painted over with contrasting
filigree work, and this can be added both
easily and expertly with a colored
marker. You can use a black fine-line
marker to add the lines of deck planking, and to outline the masts and booms
where they lie against the sails.
You can also use a black marker
against the vertical faces of stairs to
make them stand out and give the
impressionof shadows. On Britishships
the black marker is extremely useful in
drawing portholesand doors, as well as
deck planking.

While this article doesn't cover every
aerialvessel in service in Space: 1889,
it does provide a wide variety of fairly
simple conversions that will produce
most of the ships you will want or need.
By the time you have completed just a
few of these conversions, you may find
your appetite whetted for more adventuresome conversions. And the more
conversions you complete, the more
your confidence will grow in your own
modeling abilities. After finishing a few
of these conversions, you'll be ready to
begin kit bashing and even scratchbuilding aerialgunboats of yourown. !2
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ven though the duties are usually mundane and tedious, serving as a garrison commander is often a delicate balancing act.
Fulfilling the needs of the planetary governor, working with
making sure your own hide stays intact can combine t o create a real
challenge.
This new Warhammer: 40,000 plot chart may be used in conjunction with the charts given in the Plot Generator section on pages 240
through 247 of Warhammer: 40,000.
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01-10

41-50

Things have not been going well for
you during the last few months. As the
local garrison commander on this medieval world, you are responsiblefor ensuring the governor's safety. Half your
guards are down with Birmingham
speckled leprosy (there hasn't been an
outbreak of that for 10 years, when
B.S.L. germ virus grenades were last
used). Meanwhile, the governor is due
in a few days on a surprise inspection.
The locals, as usual, are threatening to
raise a ruckus.

It's been another rotten harvest on
this mudball of a planet as stupid, unskilled farmers struggle to bring their
meager crop in from the fields. The
governor, attempting to avoid mass
starvation, reluctantly orders you to
dispatch one-third of your garrison and
two-thirds of your available ground
vehicles to assist in harvesting and
transporting the crop. What the governor doesn't know is that Abdul Goldberg,
who has sworn revenge against you, is
waiting to strike-and this seems like
the perfect opportunity!

11-20
Terribly pleased with yourself, you
prepare an honor guard to receive your
commanding officer. You havejust been
awarded a Good Conduct Medal for
acting unfoolishlyand avoiding trouble,
and you were informed he would make
the presentationhimself. Suddenly, your
aide-de-camp comes in and whispers
that an Inquisitorwillbe coming instead.
Now you aren't sure if there is a secret
psyker in your unit or if this new, unwelcome visitor found out about that little
deal you pulledoh-so-manyyears back.

21-30
Just when you think you know your
men, something like this happens! A
squad, including Old Man Thornton,
went out last week on a standard patrol
but suffered unexpectedcasualties, and
came back minus Thornton and two
others. Now, on a routine barracks inspection, you incidentally discover
Thornton's bionic arm in Smitty's footlocker, and Smitty is nowhere to be
seen.

51-60
For the first time in centuries, the
long-dormantvolcano, Mount Koomboroli, has erupted with ground-shaking
fury, sending cinder boulders and
sheets of molten lava down its heavily
wooded sides. This has caused much
of the area's surviving wildlife to flee,
creating stampedes and general havoc.
Frightened animals are trampling or attacking anything in their path, not to
mention the local natives who worship
the mountain and blame its eruption on
your presence here.

61-70

21

armed citizens, made angry and frantic
by these stories, are marching on the
governor's palace, and they aren't
exactly planning for a picnic on the
grounds. Though you have no evidence
to prove or disprove the rumors, your
duty is clear: to protect the palace and
the valuable art and jewelry collections
the governor left behind.

81-90
If you told them once, you told them
a dozen times-stay out of that cave!
But rookie trooper Adams did not listen
and decided to go on an unauthorized
spelunking expedition. He found more
than he bargained for when he located
the entrance to an underground tunnel--only this tunnel happenedto be the
home of a nest of several dozen hibek
nating crawlers, and they did not appreciate the company. Betweenthe heavy
mining equipment now beginning its
operation just outside of town and
Adams' little wake-up call, the ground
vibrations these mining machines produce are sure to attract at least a few
agitated crawlers in your direction.

Two days ago a lowly, black-robed
scribe from the Administratum arrived
in the area to conduct the most mundane of surveys ("How many hectares
planted in this area? How many livestock, and what breeds?Which fertilizer
works the best?"). He was found dead
in his quarters this morning, and anon91-00
regulation-issue needle pistol was loLife is not always pleasant on paracated nearby. No one has stepped for- dise worlds, especially when you hear
ward and claimed to know anything, but rumorsthat an Assassin may have been
31-40
A exceptionally beautiful and arro- your second-in-command has been sent in to liquidate your planet's govergant young woman in ordinary dress around all day with a hangdog expres- nor. Not that he is an unpleasant fellow
to work for, but you recognize that he
comes to your encampment, politely sion.
71-80
has been a little too casual toward his
demanding to know specifically what
This may be a civilized world today, duties of late. More importantly, howyou are doing to assist in the governor's
tax-raising efforts. This comes as a but there's no guarantee it will stay that ever, you know it is not uncommon for
complete surprise to you, because the way. Currently, ugly rumors are pass- both the governor and his garrison comgovernor doesn't even have a plan to ing throughout the larger cities, stating mander (your humble self) to be reincrease taxes on this backwaterworld. the planet is near the center of a deve- moved. If an Assassin has been sent in,
She refuses to identify herself at first, loping warp storm, and it may be cut off you have two clear choices: Either say
and only during the evening does she from the lmperium for decades. The nothing and prepare for the next goverdon her power glove and pale gray governor's hasty and heavily publicized nor if you do survive, or try to intervene
robe-signifying a high standing in the departure off the planet for unknown somehow and risk the deadly wrath of
reasons hasn't helped any. Numbers of the Imperium's Masterof Assassins! Q
Administratum.
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3G Conversions or MegaTrave
MegaTraveller conversions
are directly listed in 36, I had
the game f i m l y in mind
when I was writing the
conversion notes,
and now that h have a ehame,
I'd like to elaborate on how to
customize your weapon
designs for MegaEaveller,
and the guidelines

n the conversion notes for 3G, I
mentioned that future printings
might have "approved" conversions for other systems. How-

article. Note that the terms DV, IA, and RC
are exclusively 3G terms, and Max Range,
Penetration,Attenuation, and Damage are
MegaTravellerterms. They will always be
capitalized. This way you know which
game mechanics are being referredlo, and
which game they belongto. Tech level (TL)
is used in both, and the appropriate system will be mentioned to avoid all confu-

Tech Levels: Since TL is an overriding
factor in all weapon designs, you will need
a reliable scale for conversions.
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3G
TL
4
5
6
7

TL CONVERSION SCALE
Mega
Traveller
TL
Example
0
1
Hand cannon
2
Flintlock pistol
3
Percussion rifle
4
Cartridge rifle
5
Medium machinegun-5
6
Light machinegun-6
7
5.5mm Gatling gun-7
8
Caseless ammo, laser carbine-8
9
Laser rifle-9
10
12
13
PGMP-13
14
15

Extrapolated Tech Levels
PGMP-14
PGYP-15
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As you can see, the 3G scale doesn't go past MegaTraveller TL13. This is based on the premise that antigrav stabilization of hand weapons (i.e., PGMP-14 and 15) is not
available in 3Gat its highest tech level. However, all the 3G
formulas can be extended past the normal limits, and you
could use the highlighted rows to get the higher values.
Antigrav stabilization can be used at MegaTraveller tech
levels of 14+. It will be treated as gyrostabilization for 3G
designs, but it only ameliorates recoil. Regular gyrostabilization must be bought as a separate item.
Likewise, a slight anomaly exists at the lower levels. The

Portable Weather Station
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DV VS. PENETRAmON CHART
DV
Penetration
12
0
12-16
1
17-29
2
30-59
3
60-89
4
90-129
5
130-179
6
180-229
7
230-299
8
300-379
9
380-469
10
470-569
11
570-679
12
680-799
13
800-929
14
930-1069
15
1070-1219
16
1220-1379
17
1380-1549
18
1550-1739
19
1740-1939
20
1940-2149
21
2150-2369
22
2370-2599
23
2600-2839
24
2840-3089
25
3090-3349
26
3350-3619
27
3620-3899
28
3900-4189
29
4190-4489
30
4490-4799
31
4800-5119
32
5120-5449
33
5450-5789
34
5790-6139
35
6140-6499
36
6500-6869
37
6870-7249
38
7250-7639
39
7640-8040
40
Add 10 to previous difference per +l.
high-energy storage postulated in 3G does not become
available until a 3Gtech level of 13, which corresponds to a
MegaTraveller tech level of 10, but the first laser weapons
appear at MegaTraveller TL8. You can assume either that
the weapons are built accordingto the guidelinesfor 3GTL12
(i.e., heavy, low ROF), or design them using the 3G TL13
energy storage rules, but with TL12 lasing apparatus, etc.
Other variances are due to short time ranges for a given
tech level, or overlap between eras. For instance, MegaTraveller TL8 and 9 represent Terran technology advances
by 1990 and 2010, while 3G has TL11 representing 1970
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and TL12 representing the year 2000.
Weapon Range: The Range Classes in 3G translate
well into MegaTraveller terms. See below.

WEAPON RANGE CLASSES
3G
MegaTraveller
3G
RC
Maximum
RC
MegaTraveller
(Aiming)
Range
(Damage)
Attenuation
RC1
Medium
RC1
1
RC2
Long
RC2
2
RC3
VLong
RC3
2
RC4
Distant
RC4
3
VDistant
Artillery
4
Artillery
So, for example, a 3G weapon with an RC of 212 would
have a MegaTraveller Max Range of Long, and the Attenuation number after its Penetration would be a "12." A sample
of this might be the 9mm autopistol listed on page 76 of the
MegaTraveller Player's Manual. The only conflict here is
that large assault rifles (likethe 7mm) have a maximum range
of Distant ratherthan Long, but with modern aiming aids, hits
out past 500 meters are quite possible for a long-barreled
weapon.
Penetration and Damage: The all-important Damage
conversions are next. The DV in 3G is a measure of the armor penetrating ability of the projectile or beam, and so will
translate into the Penetration rather than the Damage
number. The table to the right provides DV to Pen conversions.
The DV that the Penetration will be based on is modified
as listed on page 37 of 3G. Hollow-point rounds use 70
percent of the DV; AP rounds (MegaTraveller KEAP rounds)
use 150 percent of the DV; and HE rounds use 50 percent of
the DV.
Example: A modern (MegaTraveller TL7) 20mm round
has a DV of about 160, which would give it a Penetration of
6. However, the 3G number is not based on an AP round.
AP rounds increase the DV by 50 percent, in this case up to
240, which translates out to a Penetrationof 8. If the round
were MegaTraveller TL8, the Penetrationwould be 9, but in
this case, the DV might be higher for the tech level as well.
The Damage of the weapon is basedon its ability to disrupt
tissue and/or incapacitate a person. So, a weapon that
penetrates very well but only leaves puncturewounds will do
less damage than one which has less penetration but blows
gaping holes inthe target. In MegaTraveller,almost all direct
penetration rounds do three points of damage. Really large
attacks of this type will do more but will not increase at nearly
the rate Penetration does: Almost any bullet can go in one
side of a person and out the other, and any energy the bullet
or beam has left after this is effectively lost. Shotguns have
a Damage of 4, but this reflects a large number of low-damage
pellets. With slugs, a Damage of 3 is more likely for shotguns-but with a higher Penetration, which would be based
on the 3G Damage Value.
The Damage of other types of rounds is based on the
adjusted DV calculated for Penetration. For instance, HE
rounds only get 50 percent of base DV to reflect their lower
penetrating power, but anything getting through armor gets
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a 300-percent bonus. For example, a bullet with a DV of 40
would go to a 20 for determining Penetration, which would
be a Penetrationof 2. A DV of 20 getting a 300-percentbonus
would go to 80, which would give the bullet a Damage of 4.
Compared to a normal bullet which would have a Pen and
Dam of 3 and 3, an exploding round would have a 2 and 4.
A KEAP round for this weapon would get a +50 percent to
DV, going to 60 (Penetration of 4), but the DV for Damage
would go from 60 to 30, which is still in the range of normal
firearms, and would be treated as a 3. The disadvantage of
the extra Penetration is increased cost per round.
This system does not work as well for large rounds, as
the damage figure is not affected by the Penetration of the
weapon (compare howitzer and HlVEL gun charts, page
76-77 of the MegaTraveller Referee's Manual). To best
conformwith MegaTraveller,use the Damagesgiven for the
size of the round, regardless of the Penetration.
Optional: For HlVEL guns, Damage=2.7~1
OO.apen.
Inherent Accuracy: This, does not usually show up in
MegaTraveller,but can be used. Most weapons get no bo-
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nuses due to pointing ease, so we will round all favorable
modifiers down. Essentially, if a weapon has an IA of 3, it
gets a +1 to hit due to its design. If the weapon has an IA of
5 or 6, it gets a +2. For pistols, an IAof 3 would only be found
in an expensive target pistol, and an IA of 5 or 6 would only
be found on specialized sniper rifles.
Initiative: Again, this would be an optional rule for
MegaTraveller. The Initiative of a weapon is added to or
subtracted from the tactical point pool. So a person with a
bulky weapon (poor Initiative)is more likely to act after a person with a compact weapon (good Initiative). An example
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would be a person with a big shotgun vs. a person with a
body pistol.
b\V and BP: Again, MegaTraveller does not use these
terms, but you can keep a record of them as optional attributes. Multiply the AV by 2, and check on the DV vs. Penetration Chart listed earlier. Do the same with BP.
The first number is the resistance of your weapon to
damage. If it is struck, and if the Penetrationof the attack is
less than or equal to this number, your weapon only takes
superficialdamage. If the Penetrationis greater, your weapon
has taken internaldamage. If the Penetration is less than or
equal to one-fourth of the structure points calculated from
BP (rounded up), the damage is Minor. More than this is
Major damage, and if all points are lost, the weapon is totaled.
Recoil: This is fairly simple. Weapons with no recoil are
treated as low. This includes lasers, rocket launchers, and
recoilless rifles. Mediumis any railgun, slugthrower, or particle beam/plasma weapon with a DV of less than 90. High
includes railguns, slugthrowers, and particle beam/plasma
weapons with DVs of 90 or more.
Rate of Fire: Since MegaTraveller combat rounds are
six seconds long, equivalent rates of fire are very high. Essentially, any weapon capable of emptying its ammo load in
six seconds or less is capable of rapid fire. Autofire weapons which can fire 10 rounds per second get two autofire targets. An ROF of 20 gets three targets, and an ROF of 40
gets four targets.
Signature: The signature is based on a variety of factors, such as the mechanism of damage (high-energy photons vs. lead), the means of propelling a projectile (gauss vs.
CPR), and the velocity of any projectile (subsonic vs. supersonic). However, they can generally by classed according
to Ihe charl below.

SIGNATURE CHART
Slqnatufe
Weapon Type
Conventional gun with subsonic projectile
Low
Conventional gun with supersonic projectile Medium
High
Conventional gun with a Penetration of 5+
-1 level
Silencer
Pen of slug
Shotguns
Low
Any recoilless rifle
Low
Subsonic rocket
Medium
Supersonic rocket
Low
Any railgun or gauss weapon
High
Any MegaTraveller TL8 laser
Any MegaTraveller TL9-12 laser
Medium
Any MegaTraveller TL13+ laser
Low
High
Any particle beam or plasma weapon
Fnalfunclions: Again, not a normal WlegaTravellerweapon attribute. On a "standard" weapon (5-percent malfunction chance), any to hit roll of 12, followed by a D6 roll of 6,
will indicate a weapon malfunctionthat will prevent fire in the
next combat round.
If the malfunctionchance is 1.25 percent or 2.50 percent,
there is a chance of critical failure (optional).
See the Malfunction Chance Table.
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MALFUNCTION CHANCE TABLE
Malfunction Chance
2D roll
1D roll
0.50°/o
12
6
12
5-6
12
4-5
(6 is critical)
12
1-3
(4+ is critical)
Ammunition Compatibility: Since MegaTraveller tech
levels are more widely spread than the ones in 3G,it would
be reasonable to say that among weapons of the same
caliber, ammunition is compatible only iffrom the same tech
level and from the same planet, and even this may be stretching it. If you have detailed corporate intrigue, it would not be
uncommon to have competing weapon manufacturers design weapons that would use their competitor's ammunition,
but not vice versa (like this article lets you use 3G guns in
MegaTraveller, but doesn't tell you how to do the reverse).

SPECIAL CASES
Of course, there are exceptions to these guidelines.
You've already seen some, but here are some specific ones
for the different weapon types.
Conventional Weapons
Even though this category has the largest design section, a few special notes apply.
Grenades: For purposes of Penetration and Damage on
grenades, use a DV in the middle range that corresponds to
the Penetration of the equivalent grenade on page 78 of the
MegaTraveller Player's Manual. Multiply this DV by the
ratio of the grenade volume to a "standard" grenade to get
an adjusted DV. Use this DV to determine the Penetration
of the grenade.
The same applies to the Damage of the grenade, and also
to the Danger Space (round Danger Space up), using the
lowest DV of the range for Danger Space with a ".5" term.
This applies to both regular and HEAP grenades.
Example: The standard grenade volume in 3G is 113cc.
So,a MegaTravellerTL7 mini-grenadewith avolume of 60cc
would work as follows:
The HE version has a Penetration of 9, which is a 3G DV
of 340. Then, 60cc/l13cc=Damageof 8, which corresponds
to a DV of 265. So, 265x0.531=141, which is a Damage of
6. The Danger Space of 3 corresponds to a DV of 45, which
goes to 45x0.531=24, which is a Danger Space of 2. In this
case, the smaller Danger Space, Damage, and Penetration
take into account a smaller number of fragments, which have
a lower cumulative effect.
Guided Rockets: At short range, a guided rocket simply
counts as adirect-fire weapon with a bonus to hit. The bonus
is generally +2 to hit per 25 percent of guidance, with increments of 15 percent needed per +1 (i.e., a 40-percent addition for guidance would be a 4-3 to hit).
Most of the time a rocket will reach its target in one round
(six seconds). Ifnot, another roll must be made for each round
of flight time. The maximum chance to hit is based on the
level of guidance.
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CHANCE TO HIT TABLE
Task is Never Easier Than
Guidance
+1 to +4
Difficult
+5 to +6
Routine
+7 to +8
Simple
For self-guided rockets, use the fire-controlled difficulty
profiles on page 72 of the MegaTraveller Players' Manual.
Increase the difficulty by one level, and then apply the guidance bonus and user skill.
Example: A MegaTraveller TL1O man-packed SAM with
a bonus of +4 is fired at a target that is Distant. This goes
from being a Difficult task to a Formidableone, offset by the
missile's +4, which is sort of a default efficiency for guided
missiles. A +6 would be possible at this tech level and would
have a better chance to hit. Remember that the user's skill
in initial aiming also applies, as do any special guidance effects of that tech level (like early heat-seekers homing in on
the sun).
Smart Weapons: These simply provide a bonus to hit,
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ELI i=R
which is figured as for guided rockets and is subject to the
same tech level restraints for target acquisition.
Proximity Rounds: Assume a miss by a distance equal
to each point the roll is missed by, squared. So, a miss by
three is nine meters off, etc. The absolute maximum distance of a miss is the magnitude of the miss squared in
percent, times the range to the target. So, a miss by three
at a range of 10 meters would be 0.9 meters off. If a miss
occurs that is equal to or less than the bonus of the proximity
round, any warhead of the round will go off. Naturally, you
design your round to have a sufficient danger space to affect
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the target, based on the bonus of your round (i.e., it doesn't
do you any good to have the round go off outside its effective
Danger Space).
Lasers: The only real extensions of the rules are for
stunners and continuous-beam lasers.
Stunners: Stunners involvetwo damage-producingtechnologies,the beam itself and the high-vottage pulse sent down
the ionized path. Most of the time a stunner will have a
Penetration of 0 or 1. A Penetration of 0 does no lethal
damage other than light scarring, and it does not penetrate
the tissue. A Penetrationof 1 will have a lethal damage of 1
as well, making a heavy stunner a more lethal weapon but
better able to do damage to lightly armored targets (jack,
heavy clothing). A Penetrationof 2 has a Damage of 2, and
a Penetration of 3+ has a Damage of 3. The voltage pulse
has no Penetration, only Damage. This is calculated like
Penetration. So, a stun DV of 40 would have a nonlethal
Damage of 3. A Penetration0, Damage 3 stunner will reliably ruin someone's day.
Beamers: Continuous beam lasers are likely to have a
low Penetration, but they have the advantage of an ROF
equivalent to 100, which gives them five autofire targets.
Panicle Beams: A 3G particle beam becomes a
MegaTraveller plasma gun (like the PGMP series) since
particle beams are not used in the game as hand weapons.
Penetration is figured on a DV of 10 times the designed DV,
and the Damage of the weapon is equal to half (rounded
down) its Penetration. Take the designed DV and find an
equivalent Penetration. Divide this by 2. This is the Danger
Space of your weapon.
Example: A particle beam weapon is designed with a DV
of 210. This becomes 2100 for a Penetration of 21. The
Damage of the weapon is 21/2=10. The Penetrationfor a DV
210 is 7, so this weapon has a Danger Space of 7/2=3.5.
While they are optional, you might want to use radiation
side effects to create a linear Danger Space to either side of
the beam.
Example: Using the previous example, the "radiation" to
either side of the beam with a DV of 2100 would be 21 rads.
Using 21 as a DV, convert that to an equivalent Penetration
of 2. This weapon has a linear Danger Space of 2/1=2,with

Name
Cal
RC
Autorifle 5.5mm 413

DV
+O

/A
2

lnit
-1

Ammo
Pen/
Name
Notes Rds Aften
Autorifle-6 (5.5mm)
30 312

-

Ammo
Pen/
Name
Notes Rds Atten
Autorifle-6 (5.5mm) 30 312
KEAP 30 412
30 312
HP

a Penetration of 2, and a Damage of 1. Don't stand next to
someone with a plasma beam.
Remember that buying gyrostabilization once only counters the high recoil of the weapon (gravitic assistance at
MegaTraveller TL14+) or acts as normal gyrostabilization.
Buying it twice gives both benefits if the technology is available.
Gauss Weapons: Any notes that apply to conventional
weapons may also apply here, like smart weapons, HE
rounds, etc.
SAMPLE CONVERSION
We'll try out these guidelines on the sample assault rifle
designed on page 19 of 3G.
For starters, the weapon is TL10 in 3G,which is TL6 in
MegaTraveller. The DV for the round is 49. The final stats
of the weapon in 3G are in Table A.
Okay, now to translate this design into MegaTraveller.
Since it is MegaTraveller TL6 we'll call the weapon autorifle-6 (5.5mm). It uses normal ammo, for no special ammo
notes. It carries 30 rounds, which it can fire in six seconds,
so it gets the /R for rapid fire. Since it has an ROF of 10, it
gets two autofire targets. Its Penetration and Attenuation
are based on its 3G Range Class, or RC, so its maximum
range becomes Distant and the Attenuation is a 2. Its 3G DV
is 49, which is a Penetrationof 3. It has a medium signature
and medium recoil. This completes the necessary MegaTraveller information, and the weapon would look like Table

6.
However, other optional information can be gained. The
weapon gets no InherentAccuracy orbonus to hit, but it does
subtract 1from the tactics pool for the person using it (Initiative of -1). The weapon is slightly more prone to malfunction
in the autorifle mode. The weapon has an inherent armor of
2, and two structure points worth of internal components. If
you were to loadAP ammo forthis weapon, it would increase
the Penetrationto 4, and the Damage would stay at 3. If you
loaded hollow-point ammunition,the Penetration would stay
at 3, but the Damage would go to 4. Both of these options
increase the ammunitioncost. The final weapon stats would
be as Table C. i2

TABLE A
Mass Bulk TL Cost
4.27 S/5 10 7 5 4 0

Dmg
3

Dam
3
3
4
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TABLE B
Max
Autofire
Targets
Range
2
Distant
TABLE C
Max
Autofire
Range
Targets
2
Distant

Clip
30

Action
SAC

ROF Clip Mass AV
10
0.34
10

RP
13

Signature
Med

Recoil
Med/R

Difficulty
as
Rifle

Danger
space Signature
Med

Recoil
Med/R

Difficultv
as
Rifle

Danger
space

-
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COMING SOON!
World Builder's Handbook
Detail a world and its culture
to a level you never thought
possible. Uses the popular
Grand Survey and Grand Census rules from Digest Group,
heavily revised for MegaTraveller. Also packed with information on the Scouts and how
they operate.
New information includes
tidally locked, gas giant, and
asteroid worlds, new culture
tables, and new rules on the

MEW!
Me~a"FravellerRefeferee9sKit
Tired of stopping the action
to thumb through rule books?
On the pages of this screen are
all the tables you need to be
able to run a MegaTraveller
game efficiently: combat flowcharts and tables, details on
interpersonal tasks, and
encounters, all at the referee's
fingertips. Included are 8
eclui~mentsheets. one fourpage tips and hints, and two
'
four-page folio adventures,

I
I

'

1411 Vehicles
- .
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- -

-

... .i.l.l-~-~- s-.t-r-~ tcomnendium
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An
,

Fwlfor

MeaaTraveller, includes
complek details for101 different vehicles from the largest
hypergrav transport to the
smallest one-man motorcycle.
Each vehicle is illustrated and
described. Six vehicles are
illustrated in full color. 48
pages. Price: $7.95

I

/il%

This volume details all
aspects of starship operation
for both referees and players.
The technical details of starship syste!ms are thorc>ughly
discussed. Includes ari illus: plans
trated ship1 tour, fold-OU~
for the 200-ton Free Trader, and
a multitude of diagrarris and
charts. 64 pages. Price: $8.95

Video-Taped Seminars
5 Hours of Seminars by DGP and GDW

"he Travellen9 Digest Magamine

If you couldn't make it to ORIGlNSlGENCON 88, or if

maps, hints and tips for players and referees, new skills,
new rules. and adventures in
every issue.
Single issues $3.95. one-year
subscription (four quarterly
issues): $14.00 U.S. and
v"r"r . v
u WVGI acaa.
canada, 6
nn

I

""Out-of-Print"
Clasic Traveller Pmducts!
F M , Gamelords, Group One,

...

This may be your last chance to fill that gap in your
collection of early works for Traveller. Oldies but goodies
- lost since the iime of the Ancients, these new original
copies are $5.00 each or any five for $20.00. Send a
SASE for a list of available titles.

I
I
I
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W for MegaTraveller
Detailed Starskip Deck Plans In 25mm
- The 400-ton
Laboratory Ship orbits
the uncharted world, on
a mission cloaked in
secrecy. Your assignment to this project was
a dream come true;
research was proceeding at a rapid pace and
several major discoveries had been made.
Every goal had been met
or exceeded . . . until
some exotic specimens
aboard the ship disappeared. Now your shipmates are disappearing
one by one, victims of
the elusive foe. The ships
drives are damaged and
the life support systems
are slowly failing. The
dream has become a
nightmare as you search
for the key to your sur#I021

A new source of material
for use with GDW's
Air Superorit-y and Air Strike
New Scenarios
New Data Cards
Additional Rules
Opponents Wanted
and much more!
Air Power Publications

...the only game that sends you

a unique, complex

man8 populated with
players itching to blow the hulls
off anyone who gets in their way!
* $20.00 for set-up, manual, universe

map and first Wo turns

clear, concise rules; our complexity comes
from your gaming freedom
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Tugs: The Unsung Champions of Space

Hemu es Space Tugs

John Faylo
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HERCULES M W I
Origin: RTK, an in-house division of Ling Standard Products.
Type: Prime mover, recovery vehicle, vacuum only.
Mass: 6700 tons.
Crew: 12 officers, 45 ratings.
Performance: 6G.
Craft: Two 50-ton cutters.
Fuel: Integral scoops and on-board plant.
User: Ling Standard Products.
History: The Herculestugwasdeveloped by RTK in 1080
in response to LSP demand for a more powerful vehicle to
use in its servicelmaintenancedivision. Design parameters
called for a multipurpose vessel capable of maneuvering
transport barges within the confines of highport and servicing malfunctioningLSP-contractedfreighters in system. The
original Herculesdesignwas plaguedwith flaws, and an early
prototype explodeddue to power plant overload in 1083. RTK
suffered a serious loss of face and returned to the drawing
board. After two more years of research, the present design
was produced. initial prototypes proved effective, and Hercules MklI was sparingly distributed in the Spinward Marches
in 1087. Field trials proved highly successful, and the Hercules entered full production in 1088-164.
Hercules is fitted with an RTK 206f2 power plant and
Earnhart XT4-106 fusion drives. This gives it tremendous
powerto move massive loads. Herculesis recovery ratedto
50,000 tons and maneuver rated to 200,000 tons. Mounted
on the craft are two 200-ton Hollister magnetic pads, one in
the nose and one mounted dorsally. These allow the vessel
to lock onto barges and other large ships during the maneuver Process. For recovew of nonmetallic loads, the ship car-
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ries a wide assortment of cable and other towing apparatus.
The belly of the ship contains a 500-ton recovery bay capable of holding damaged free traders. Coordinationof ship
systems is accomplished by a Pharalax All 5-3 computer.
HERCULES MKIII
Origin: LSP Military Technologies Group.
Type: Naval recovery vehicle.
Mass: 6700 tons.
Crew: 13 officers, 51 ratings.
Performance: 6G.
CraR: None.
Fuel: Orbital refueling required.
User: Imperial Navy.
History: The Imperial Navy bought the successful Hercules design from Ling Standard Products in 1093 with the intent of using it as a recovery vehicle for Imperialfleet actions.
As part of the sale, the development contract was awarded
to LSPIMTG in 1093-203.
Although the general design remainedthe same, LSPfMTG
added armorto the ship and upgradedthe computerto a Pharalax A115-3B model to help resist possible battle damage.
Sandcaster weaponry was also installed.
Small craft and fuel treatment were eliminated; tonnage
saved was incorporated into a 260-ton recovery bay capable
of handling four heavy fighters.
The Hercules Ill is jump carried to the target system by a
tender.

REFEREE'S INFORMATION
The recovery rating is the tonnage in excess of its own
mass that the Hercules can move through space at 1G or
more. This is useful for salvaging disabled ships in system and towing them
to highport.The maneuver rating is the
tonnage in excess of mass that can be
moved at .25 G (in llSS Ship Files by
Games Workshop, Ltd.) It is established on page 24 that .25 G equals
orbital correction). Maneuver rating is
the tricky maneuvering of barges or
ships through the confines of highport
or drydock.
Calculate a tug's rating by multiplying its thrust factor by 50. Divide this
number by the sum of the target's tonnage andthe tug's tonnageto yield the
number of Gs the combination can
move. This number equals the thrust
powerof the target if it had its own maneuver drive. Tugs have a thrust factor equal to their maneuver drive tonnage. Additionally, a tug must supply
EP equal to the amount the target
would generate if it possessed Power
plant-1. This is 1 EP per 100 tons of
target. Targets beyond a tug's rating
require multiple vessels to accomplish
recovery or maneuver. IR
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TEPHANYILISHUN (2719 A619DF-A)
Date: 003-1119
IThe Vargr Gtvveng has proclaimed himself emperor of Tephany after a bloody coup which decimated the military
government of the planet. An armed contingent of loyal guardsmen, distinguished by their black capes and robes, penetrated every section of the capital city by night, making select assassinations and takeovers of communications/media
centers. With the smoke of the street battles still in the air, Gtweng announced his intention to reunite this world and three
other nearby systems into a self-sufficient enclave. Gtweng cited as his reasons for the coup the lack of coordination of
Vargr activities in the sector, the unreliability of commerce in the region, and the threat of independent raiders both on the
frontiers and around Tephany itself.
DURlMAlCORRlDOR (1205 B420ADE-F)
Date: 010-1119
T[Forces of the archduke of Deneb and the Reestablished Vilani Empire have come to blows around Depot. Following
joint exercises against Vargr fleets in the region, ships from either side exchanged shots during salvage operations. Which
side delivered the first salvoes is not clear, but it is certain that further cooperation against the Vargr in this sector is unlikely,
a fact that will no doubt hurt the Vilani-settled worlds there.
STROUDENISPINWARD MARCHES (2327 A745988-D)
Date: 012-1119
q h e impressive entourage of ships accompanying Lakht Aorlakht, spiritual and military leader of the Aslan invasions,
was received today in orbit around Station Five. He and his personal retinue disembarked at the station and took shuttle
passage to the surface.
T[Lakht Aorlakht arrived on Strouden in preparation for the summit meeting arranged between Archduke Norris and the
Aslan; immediately prior to the summit, expectations were running high that progress would be made.
nln the evening, Lakht Aorlakht met privately with Fleet Admiral Tranathiaf, personal envoy of the archduke, charged with
containing Aslan expansion through negotiation.
v h e i r meeting lasted more than three hours, and was later described as heated. The three-day summit was cut short
when Lakht Aorlakht stormed from the chambers and immediately shuttled back his squadron.
fThe admiral's office has no expectations of a future summit meeting anytime soon.
Date: 108-1119
BENANKASIHINTERWORLDS (2524 A7A3353-C)
l l n an official statement issued today by this independent Hinterworldssystem, the Benankeen harshly denouncedtheir
Gniivi neighbors for support of piratical activities.
qwithout being specific, the statement claims that Benankeen investigators have pinpointed Gniivi involvement in the
theft of two of their vessels carrying valuable trade goods bound for the worlds of the Bruia Diagonal.
¶The Gniivi ambassador expressed his regret and Gniivi innocence, offering the services of his offices to right this wrong
and bring the truly guilty to justice.
$It is expected that the Gniivi ambassador will be recalled over this incident.
ANAXIASIDELPHI (1724 A446A76-E)
Date: 101-1119
9With the bulk of her reserve fleets committed to holding off Lucan's advances into her territory, Margaret has mustered
sufficient strength to mount an attack against the Solomani invaders to rimward in Old Expanses sector.
qconcentrating the relatively fresh forces of her 145th, 137th, and 67th fleets, Margaret has penetrated 10 parsecs behind forward Solomani fleets, disrupting their lines of communication and supply, and spread out to cut off their retreat.
YAdditional forces attacking out of Delphi sector are squeezing pockets of Solomani ships out of the area, forcing many
to disband into small, even, single-ship squadrons to attempt a breakout to rimward.
TRIN/SPIN\AIARD MARCHES (3235 A894A96-F)
Date: 117-1119
A
! daring raid by subjugated humans has resulted in the destruction of an Aslan cruiser in orbit around Dodds.
9Three human ships which survived the raid arrived at Trin within the week, reporting immediately to naval authorities.
V h e ships were the Valaderes and the Veiled Dream, both Type S ships, and the Steaming Retreat, a Type-K vessel.
v h e Veiled Dream has been unofficially renamed the Ravager by her crew since the incident.
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7These three ships and three others which did not survive
the mission approached the Aslan Cruiser Kholstesarl while
in space dock at Dodds.
YScoring hits with several laser turrets and at least five
missiles, the Kholstesarl was wracked by internal explosions
which broke the vessel's back, accordingto the humancrews.
nlnterceptedAslan communications support the claim that
the Kholstesarl was indeed destroyed.
ANUBlSlHlNTERWORLDS (2005B100ABD-C)
Date: 123-1119
qThe heart of the Anubian Trade Coalition is rumbling with the news of progress on the bargaining tables between it and
the representatives of Margaret's realm.
qThe talks, organized by the coalition, were hoped to smooth over the Gimisapun Incident in which three of Margaret's
merchant vessels, bound for the Two Thousand Worlds, were stopped, searched, and turned away by an Anubian patrol.
nThe coalition has accepted full responsibility for the wrongs committed and has compensated Margaret for any loss
incurred.
'$Future trade with Margaret, both with the Anubian Trade Coalition and through its worlds, will progress at an increased
level.
gWhen asked whether or not this is a step toward siding with Margaret in the civil war, the ATC had no comment.
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CYRIUREFT SECTOR (2738 A7A69B9-F)
Date: 125-1 119
¶Major offenses between the forces of Dulinor and Strephon have broken down into widespread, sporadic brawls between the shattered fleets.
(The attrition suffered in Gushemege sector have been the most terrible so far, totalling thousands of vessels and more
than a million casualties to both sides.
YWith his stronger fleets beginning to give ground before Lucan's forces, it is unlikely that Dulinor will commit additional
resourcesto the fight against Strephon; the fleets already there will be chargedwith holding off the imposter until the entire
tide of the conflict shifts back into his advantage.
GERDANWHINTERWORLDS (0407 COO0110-7)
Date: 133-1 119
¶Three asteroid mining vessels under the flag of Ral Ranta reportedly tangled with an independent Solomani destroyer
in the Gerdane system.
p h e three ships, hopelessly outgunned, offered only token resistance as they evaded the Solomani vessel through the
asteroid field, jumping finally to the safety of the Sablass system two parsecs distant.
YReviewing sensor data, representativesof Ral Ranta's armed forces have confirmed that the enemy ship was indeed
of Solomani origin.
¶Speculation is that Margaret's thrusts into Old Expanses sector are forcing Solomani vessels to break out in whatever
direction they can.
KAGGUSHUSIMASSILA (0402 A442AA7-G)
Date: 137-1119
obviously committing the last of his reserve fleets, Dulinor has pushed out of Zarushagar sector through Massila,
temporarily cutting the lmperium in half.
$Elements of Dulinor's 9th, 41st, and 278th fleets, among others, have cut a swath of systems 30 parsecs long and five
parsecs deep, virtually bridging the gap between Dulinor's worlds and those of Margaret.
v h e admiralty issued a statement calling the attack a "desperate attempt to open a new front, diverting our resources
from our drive toward Dlan."
YThe statement also announced that the incursion would be routed out within a few months, but until that time the area
is to be considered too dangerous for travel.
VENADIHINTERWORLDS (0402 A221621-B)
Date: 13911119
(Margaret's admiralty today confirmed suspicions that her offensive into Old Expanses sector has been very successful to date, and that Solomani fleets there are beginning to disperse in front of her advancing squadrons.
¶The admiralty also announced that their intelligence confirms that many Solomani vessels, independently and in small
squadrons, are breaking out through the Hinterworlds sector.
nMargaret is making a sector-wide appeal for assistance against the aggressor Solomani; bounties ranging from hundreds of credits to grants of nobility are being offered for information about or confirmed destruction of fleeing Solomani
vessels.
4Venad's starport will be the official processing center for all claims concerning Solomani activities within the Hinterworlds sector.
Date: 140-1119
ARKONIHINTERWORLDS (1315 C56999B-A)
fThe ruling council proudly opened its new orbital refueling and rest station, hoping to better serve its nonstreamlined
patron vessels.
¶Thefacility, completewith refuelingand maintenance stations, also boasts large shopping, hotel, and recreationalareas,
all gravity enhanced and of low cost.
phough only loosely organized, the corporations and facilities of Arkon are always trying to improve the image of their
system, which has been one of outlandish prices and inconvenience.
Date: 143-1119
ROBINISPINWARD MARCHES (2637 C00059C-C)
qoday a squadron of ihateivesselsdescended upon and destroyed multiple human-operated bases within the extensive asteroid belts of Robin.
q h e brutality of the raid left no facilities or ships intact, and all personnel were reportedly killed or taken prisoner.
whough technically already within the Aslan sphere of influence in the sector, human belt mining operations had been
conducted without Aslan interference for more than a year. Q
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ne of the most important themes of the cyberpunk
genre is the rapidpace at which technology changes.
Characters in cyberpunk stories are continually encountering new developments in equipment. Often
such items are held by the opposing side in a conflict, and
the protagonists are forced to match their outmoded equipment against them. At other times, a character will stumble.
across a prototype of some new item or programand be able
to use it for himself, until it, in turn, becomes outmoded by
even newer developments.
In running cyberpunk adventures, it is important for the
referee to imitate this technological change by continually
confronting his PCs with new equipment. It is with that in
mind that the programs and devices described in this article
are offered. Each item listed here is given a basic description, followed by specific rules and statistics for using it in
2300 AD (with the EarlhlCyberlech sourcebook) and in R.
Talsorian's Cyberpunk role-playing game.

Riding the Wave:
New Equipment
for Cyberpunk
Adventures
w

Lester W. Smith

PROGRAMS
The four Droarams
described
here are all fairlv powerful.
*
and the referee may wish to reveal them one at a iime over
a course of several adventures. The first two are simply
differing methods of attacking the power supply of a computer system, such as a corporate mainframe. The second
two deal with the concept of artificial intelligence, typically
abbreviated as AI in science-fiction literature.
Artificial intelligenceis a common concept in the cyberpunk
genre, as could only be expected once the idea of a direct
mind-to-computer interface has been established. The Al
programs described below are both based upon self-replicatina mathematical models that can incorporate input into
theiriatrices and adapt themselves to it.' In effeci, these
programs can "learn" how best to tackle a problem to which
they are assigned.
The problems with such programs are threefold. First,they
are of such complexity that they are extremely expensive.
Not only is a lot of time and expertise required to create the
programs in the first place, the fact that they are somewhat
rare serves to inflate the prices they command. Second, Al
programstypically require a lot of memoryto store. Forcyber
jockeys, this translates into less space remaining in a cyberdeck for other programs that might be needed on a run.
Finally, the mathematical models upon which these Al programs are based are prone to crashing unexpectedly. A
healthy program "pulses" in seemingly random patterns,
indicating its openness to further input. An unhealthy program crashes in one of two ways: It either enters a "lapsing"
pattern in which it fades to nothing, or it enters a "loop" from
which no exit is possible (although any files stored in a
"looping" program can be read and copied).
The final program described here provides the possibility
of living personalities being recorded in computer programs.
Again, this is afairly common topic in the cyberpunk genre,
but a cyberpunk referee will want to carefully consider the
implications in his own campaign.

-

Surge
Surge is a one-use program designed to destroy the con-
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tents of computer systems. The user of such a program must
first work his way to the core of the target system, then access
the system's power supply and initiate the Surge program.
Once this has been accomplished, the Surge programdraws
a heavy load of power and blasts it throughout the system,
destroying itself, along with any programs and files that it encounters. Do not use Surge if you plan to loot the system afterward; chances are there may be nothing left to loot.
2300 AD: Once the mainframe portion of the target system is accessed, the cyber jockey using Surge initiates the
program and sets it to delay firing for any desired number of
turns and initiative points. For example, a Surge program
might be activated at initiative point 6 of one turn and be set
to fire three turns later at initiative point 2. The delay feature
of the Surge program is intended to allow the cyber jockey
time to exit the system before the blast.
Surge programs are available in different levels of effectiveness. For each level that a particular program is rated, it
will release 100 Offensive points from the target system's
energy source. These points flash through the system like a
flood of water through the corridors of a building. Where they
reach a branching of paths, they will divide as evenly as
possible and follow all available routes. For example, if a 300point Surge encountered a four-way branching, it would
release 75 points into each of the possible routes.
Whenever the Offensive points from a Surge program
encounter a program or file , they automatically do damage
to that target's Volume. Offensive points used in such an
attack are used up. To demonstrate, if 75 points of a Surge
encountered a program with 50 points of Volume, the 50point program would be destroyed, and 25 points of Surge
would continue onward. If the remaining 25 points of Surge
were then to encounter a file with a Volume of 60, the 25
points of Surge would be used up, and only 35 points of the
file would remain. (If Offensive points from a Surge program
encounter a cyberdeck, they first do damage to its Defense,
of course).
Surge programs require 10 points of storage Volume in a
cyberdeck for each level of effectiveness. Price: Lv450 per
level.
Cyberpunk: To use a Surge program, a cyber jockey must
work his way to the target system's central processor. Once
there, he can initiate the program and set it to fire any number
of phases later, in order to allow him time to exit the system.
When the program fires, it flashes throughout the computer
system, attacking everything it encounters with its Strength
rating. For this purpose, informationfiles are considered to
have a Strength of 1 to 3 (referee's option, depending upon
the importance of the file). The Surge programcan only attack
once each program or file it encounters. Surge programs
are available in levels I to VII, with Strength being equal to
level number. The cost of the Surge program is $250 pllvl.
Appearance: As follows.
Dungeon Interface: A pulsing ball of pale green light,
which suddenly explodes.
Tronnic Interface: A spinning, multifaceted crystalline
sphere that bursts apart into scintillating sparks.
Mega City Interface: A steam boiler leaking from the
seams, with the pressure gauge pegged in the red.

-
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Leech
Like Surge, Leech is a program that attacks a computer
systembyway of its power supply. But whereas Surge causes
that power supply to spike through the system, destroying
most everythingin its path, Leech merely blocks off the power
supply to the computer system, draining strength away from
the system's protective programs.
2300 AD: After reaching the mainframe of a target computer system, a cyber jockey identifies the system's power
source and activates his Leech program. The effect of the
Leech is to weaken the cyberspace combat abilities of all
opponents who draw power from the system. In game terms,
this means that task rolls to evade or attack such opponents
are one level lower (Difficult becomes Routine, etc.), and task
rolls they make to evade or attack you are made at one difficulty level higher (Difficult becomes Impossible, etc). Leech
takes up to 25 points of Volume. Price: Lv3500.
Cyberpunk: To use a Leech, the cyber jockey makes his
way to central processor, identifies its power source, and
initiates the program. While the Leech is in operation, all
programs poweredby the system (includingthose of on-staff
Netrunners) have their Strength rating reduced by two points.
If this reduces a program's Strength to 0 or -1, that program
crashes. Leech programs cost $2500.
Appearance: As follows.
Dungeon Interface:Acreeping vine fastenedto the trunk
of an immense tree, working its roots deeper into the wood.
Tronnic Interface: A long, thin, silvery worm, wrapped
around a humanoid body, with its oral sphincter fastened to
the neck.
Mega City Interface: A thug in a double-breasted suit,
stealing handfuls of bills from the drawer of the cash register.
Idiot Savant
ldiot Savants are limited Al programs specially designed
to make use of Al's adaptive characteristics. An ldiot Savant
will completely change its configuration to best attack any
problem to which it is set. This means that one ldiot Savant
program can adapt itself to perform the functions of several
different specializedprograms. At one point, an ldiot Savant
might be used as an infiltration program, then later become
a pure attack program, and finally become a stealth program.
But as has been mentioned before, A1 programs based
upon self-replicating mathematical models are prone to a
crash. In game terms, this tendency is simulated by making
a 1D10 roll at the end of any fun in which an ldiot Savant is
used, to determine if the programcrashes. If the number rolled
is less than the program level, the program falls into a lapse
pattern and dies; if the number rolled is exactly equal to the
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program level, the program enters a loop pattern and locks
up; and if the number rolled is greater than the program level,
the program pulses and can be used again.
2300 AD: The strength of ldiot Savant programs is rated
in levels from 1 to 5. Each level requires 7 points of Volume
for storage. A program's level can be added to any one of a
cyberdeck's basic stats: Speed,Accuracy, Offense, Defense,
or Volume. It takes one action to change an ldiot Savant
program from one configuration to another.
Note that if the program is used to add to Volume, considerably less Volume is gained than was taken up by the
program originally, but this can still be a handy place to store
those few extra points of a file that would otherwise be too
long for open Volume. Also note that if a programconfigured
as Volume loops after the run, the information stored in it can
still be read and copied to empty Volume. Price: Lv500.
Cyberpunk: An ldiot Savant can be of level I to V and can
mimic any of the following programs: Data Wall, Code Wall,
Hammer, Codecracker, Invisibilty, Speedtrap, and Killer. It
takes one phase for an ldiot Savant to be reconfigured to
any one of these programs.
The level of the ldiot Savant program is its Strength as any
of these programs. Because of the complexityof ldiot Savant
programs, each level of such a programtakes up one of the
five slots available in the cybermodem. For example, a
cybermodem loaded with a level Ill ldiot Savant would only
be able to carry two other programs. Idiot Savant programs
cannot be loaded into Demon programs.
Cost for an ldiot Savant program is $400 pllvl.
Appearance:As follows.
Dungeon1nterface:Awizard who changes shape to match
whatever program the ldiot Savant is mimicking.
Tronnic Interface: A chromed humanoid with no discernable facial features.
Mega City 1nterface:Ashort fellow in a cloak and top hat,
with a disguise kit under one arm, from which he pulls masks
that match the program the ldiot Savant is emulating.

Cold Storage
In the middle decades of the 20th century, a few people
attemptedtocheat deathby havingtheir bodiesfrozen before
all signs of life were extinct. It was their hope that in future
ages, when medical science had improved, they could be
thawed and brought back to life. With the development of
direct brain-to-computer interface, a new method of cold
storage has been developed, the recording of brain activity
in a computer program. People who have such recordings
made hopethat one day medical science will be able to grow
clones of their original bodies and graft their recorded personalities into those clones.
Because of the incredible number of connections in the
human brain, only very sophisticated A1 programs are
complex enough to record brain activity. But as explained
previously, Al programs are very prone to crash. In the case
of the Cold Storage program, there is a chance that the
program will crash at any time it is used, including just after
the initial recording procedure as well as the (as yet hypothetical) grafting procedure. Forthis reasonmultiple recordings are usually made, in the hope that at least one will remain
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viable throughout the entire process. It is possible for such
a recordingto be accessed by cybermodem, allowing a cyber
jockey to communicate with the recorded personality, for instance, but this use also runs the risk that the program may
crash immediately afterward.
A refereecan use Cold Storage programs in his cyberpunk
campaign in a number of different ways. First, a personality
recordedon such a program might have informationthat the
player characters need, and the recording could therefore
become the object of an adventure in the cybernet. Alternatively, the PCs might come across one or more unused
programs and recordtheir own personalities on them, in hope
of ensuring their survival in cyberspace, even if their bodies
die during a later adventure.
The PCs might find these programs during a cyberspace
run, or they might take physical possession of a computer
that contains the programs. It is even possible that the PCs
might run up against a plot to attempt to transfer the recorded
personality of some ruthless person onto the brain of a
drugged or comatose victim.
2000 AD: Cold Storage should be extremely rare in any
2300 AD campaign, and its existence should be considered
a secret carefully protected by Earth's very wealthiest
members. The chances of the PCs stumbling on such a
program in cyberspace should be very unlikely; recorded
personalities are stored in the most carefully guarded of
systems. The chances of the PCs purchasing such a program should likewise be extremely rare, as is reflected in the
price listed below.
Whenever a Cold Storage program is used in any manner,
a check should be made to see if it crashes immediately
afterward. The target number to be used for this check is 8.
As with the ldiot Savant program, above, a roll below the target
number means the program lapses, a roll of exactly the target number means the program loops (and another recording could be made from this one), and a roll above the target
number means that the program pulses and remains viable.
The Cold Storage program requires a Volume of 80. Note
that while such a programcould be recorded in pieces (such
as in three Second String programs), it can only be run (to
copy a personality, graft that personality to a living brain, or
allow that personality to be communicatedwith) in a system
that can contain it as awhole. Price: Lvl0,000,000 or more.
Cyberpunk: The sample adventure in R. Talsorian's Cyberpunk role-playing game mentions an optional "black
program" known as Soulkiller, which erases the personality
from the victim's brain and stores it in a huge database. The
Cold Storage programcould serve as that database. In such
a case, the Strength and cost of such a program are consideredto be separatefrom thoseof the Soulkiller. The Strength
of Cold Storage is 8, as described above, and its cost is
$2,500,000.
Appearance: As follows.
* Dungeon Interface: A stone bier with rounded glass top,
containing a sleeping human figure.
Tronnic Interface: Asteel, coff in-shaped machine with a
glass panel, in which a humanoid figure can be seen.
Mega City Interface: An iron lung machine with the head
of an unconscious human projecting out of the end.
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OTHER EQUIPMENT
The equipment described here includes items that player
characters might purchase and use, as well as items that
they will likely only encounter on the opposing side. Most of
these items are relatively rare. Not everyone on the street
would be in possession of a balloon cam, for example. For
this reason,when the refereefirst introducesthese items into
his cyberpunk campaign, he should try to make them something of a surprise.
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Balloon Cam
A balloon cam consists of a small video camera mounted
on a tiny blimp (approximately 50 cm in length and 20 cm in
diameter), with a miniature computer programmedto control
the blimp's movement. Typically, a balloon cam is programmedto maintaina particular position in relationto some
movingobject, such as a person. As the person moves, the
blimp moves with him, and the camera records whatever the
person encounters.
The uses for such a camera are many. Besides their attractiveness for making personalvideo tapes, balloon cams
can be fitted with transmitters to allow constant surveillance
of individuals, such as parolees, or to provide moment-bymoment reports from roving newspeople, police, and military teams. With the additionof flexible plastic video screens
mounted on the blimps' sides, balloon cams have also
become popular among members of the entertainment industries, to whom image is exceedingly important. A pair of
ballooncams hoveringover a person's shoulders, vid screens
glowing with images of his face (suitably enhanced by the
camera's computers), can add a lot of glamor to that person's presence.
2300 AD: Besides the normal advantages of having an
imager at hand to record events, in certain circumstances,
the referee might wish to add a bonus to the Eloquence
(because of the emotional impact) or Renown ("He must be
famous; look at all those cameras.") of a character who is
accompaniedby one or more ballooncams with vid screens.
Of course, in other situations, balloon cams may draw
unwelcome attention.
Weight: 4 kg.
Signature: 0.
Maximum Speed: 50 kph.
Cruise Speed: 10 kph.
Combat Movement: 100 m.
Endurance: 30 hr.
Price: Lv750.
Cyberpunk: Ballooncams are especially popular among
Medias and Rockerboys. A balloon cam can allow a Media
to recordevents while keeping his hands free for other tasks,
such as holdingweapons. Ballooncams with vid screens can
add to the Attractiveness of Rockerboys, giving them a bonus
at taskattempts involvingthis statistic. Othercharactertypes
can use ballooncams in the same ways, if the referee agrees.
The cost for a basic ballooncam is $1300, or $1800for a balloon cam with a projecting screen.
Hologram Recorder/Projector
Another item that is very popular among entertainers is
the hologramrecorder and projector. With this item, a largerthan-life replica of a performer can be projected on stage,
aiding greatly in conveyingthe performer'sfacial expressions
to a large audience, for example. Smaller replicas can be of
use to enhance a person's impact in more intimate settings,
much as$magesare usedon the vid screens of ballooncams.
Because of their weight (typically about 60 kg) and their
energy requirements, hologram recorder/projectorsare not
very portable, and their projection range is usually under 10
meters. This limits their usefulness to static locations. As
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well, holograms do not convey the sense of solidity that a
realobject would, and they are especially faint in strong light.
Despite these facts, however, there have been instances of
police assault teams carrying hologram projectors to sites
where gunmen have holed up and using holograms to draw
the criminals' fire temporarily.
2300AD: As with ballooncams, in the right circumstances,
hologram recorder/projectorscan add to a character's Eloquence statistic. Creativeplayers may be able to thinkof other
uses for holograms as well.
Weight: 60 kg.
Endurance: One hour on self-contained batteries.
Price: Lv1300.
Cyberpunk: Hologramsfrom this piece of equipment can
add to the impact of a character's presence, giving a bonus
to Task Attempts involving the use of Attractiveness. Other
possible effects are left to the discretion of the referee.
Hologram recorder/projectorscost $1500.
Mimicker
The mimicker is a rather rare bionic enhancement that
enables its user to reproducethe voices of other people. This
piece of equipment is grafted directly onto the larynx, where
it stimulatesthe necessarytension in the user's vocal chords.
Because the larynx is very close to the surface of the throat,
the mimicker apparatus is obvious to any close inspection.
Each mimicker can record and store up to six different
voices, and a character can have as many as three mimickers installed. With a minimum amount of training, a user can
learn the nerve impulses necessary to stimulate the mimicker to play a voice from memory or to record a new voice.
Mimickers come with a sample selection of famous voices
already installed.
The normal muscle movements of the throat provide the
power necessary for mimicker operation.
A mimicker cannot fool a voice-analyzing machine, and
some voices are virtually impossible for some larynxes to
produce. (For example, a very petitewoman would be unable
to produce a very bass voice).
2300 AD: Mimickers are considered to be legal bionics,
and they have begunto show some popularity among actors
and singers. However, legislation is in process in afew nations
that may require mimickersto be registeredwith the national
government. Acharacterwith a mimickerinstalledshould gain
a bonus of one to task rolls involving attempts to disguise
himself as a known figure, and a bonus of three when simply
trying to disguise his own identity.
Weight: Insignificant.
Endurance: Unlimited.
Price: Lv850.
Cyberpunk: A mimicker adds a bonus of two to Task Attempts involving the Disguise skill when attempting to impersonate someone else and a bonus of four when simply
trying to disguise his own identity. The cost for a mimicker is
$800.
Biocaster
The Biocaster is a tiny cybernetic unit designed to be
grafted into the brain of any animal massing at least 2 kg, for
the purpose of broadcastingthat creature's visual and aural
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activity. The unit was originally designed to produce nature
films from an animal's perspective,but it has since found some
use in reconnaissancework. A person tuned into a particular biocaster unit is merely a spectator; he has no controlover
the host animal's actions. But some creatures, such as dogs
and dolphins, can be trained to follow preestablished patterns of travel, making them excellent perimeter guards, for
example.
Biocaster units have a broadcast range of approximately
300 meters. They are battery powered and require a fresh
battery approximately every 1000 hours.
2300 AD: Biocaster units are one form of bionic equipment that is often used by government agencies.
Weight: Insignificant.
Endurance: 1000 hours.
Price: Lv2500 (plus price of animal), Lv350 for insertion of
new battery.
Cyberpunk: If you can keep an animal alive on the streets
of the city, you might find a biocaster unit to be of some use.
A biocaster unit costs $900 (plus the cost of the animal),with
an additional charge of $150 for battery replacements.

Slaver
Slaver is another cybernetic implant intended for use in
animals. It draws its name not from the fact that it enslaves
the animal, but from the drooling that accompanies its use.
Slaver stimulates the rage center of the animal's brain,
causing behavior similar to that of an animal infected with
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rabies. The behavior remains in effect forthe duration of the
time the implant is keyed on (by radio control) and disappears when the implant is turned off.
Acommon use of this implant is in guard dogs that already
have biocaster units implanted.
Such an animal can be stimulated to berserk fury upon the
command of a remote operator who is monitoring its patrol
by means of a biocaster.
Because of the very small amount of power used by this
device, it is able to operate indefinitely from electrochemical
processes in the host animal's brain.
2300 AD: In most countries on Earth, laws prohibit the
use of slaver. For this reason, it is typically only available
from black clinics.
Weight: Insignificant.
Endurance: Indefinite.
Price: Lv8000 (plus price of animal).
Cyberpunk: A slaver unit costs $3500, plus the cost of
!
the animal. 2
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"Grand Alliance" i s a fully
computer moderated playby-mail game which
involves the battle of survival
between human and alien
races. Players represent
either a member of the
human race or of the alien
race with the universe as a
setting. The game is played
on a map of three parallel
levels where each level is
composed of 240 planetary
systems. Each player must
solve military and political
problems within their own
camp before war can be
waged effectively against the
opposing race. Each side i s
faced with the same
situations and problems to
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With a top speed of 140 kph and a cruising speed of 100 kph,
the M17A1 is designed to carry its troops to the battlefield, then support
the dismounted troops with its own armament.

he M17A1 is a wheeled,
armored personnel carrier
designed and manufactured
for the U.S. Marine Corps,
and first introduced in 2271. The M I 7A1
is powered by a pair of A.T.I. model-DO1
hydrogen fuel cells, providing the vehicle with a top speed of 140 kph and a
cruising speed of 100 kph. The twin
power plant design gives the M I7 good
battlefield survivability as the vehicle
can still run with only one power plant
operational. Insuch acase,the vehicle's
top speed drops to 70 kph and cruising
speed to 50 kph. Being a wheeled vehicle, the MI7 doesn't have quite the
terrain-crossing capability as a tracked
or hover vehicle, but it is completely amphibious. On the water, the vehicle can
travel at up to 20 knots.
The MI7 can carry a maximum of 12
passengers plus 250 kg of equipment

in addition to its three-man crew (consisting of a driver, gunner, and commander). A large access door allows
quick entry and exit during combat. This
door is actually a bottom-hinged ramp
with a door mounted in it and is located
at the back of the APC. To better protect
troops, the rear ramp is recessed approximately half a meter, allowing the
armored walls of the vehicle to stick out
and cover the mounting or dismounting
troops,
Designedonly to carry its troops to the
battlefield, then support the dismounted
troops with its own armament, the MI7
has no firing ports, but it does have four
troop hatches which the passengers
may fire from. Its support weapons consist of a 30mm autocannon and a30mm
automatic grenade launcher, both
mounted in a remote turret atop the
forward end of the vehicle. A 100-round

drum magazine feeds the autocannon,
while the grenade launcher has two 25round magazines: one with smoke and
the other with HEAP rounds. The gunner can switch back and forth between
the grenade magazines at any time. The
M17Al's primary antivehicleweapon is
the Javelin missile. Apair of these lightweight missiles, commonly carried by
marine rifle teams, is mounted on the
right side of the main remote turret, protected from small arms fire by an armor
sheath.
The turret-mountedweapons may fire
atthe same time, but only if they are both
firing at the same target. Also, because
of the mounting of a turret at the rear of
the vehicle, the main turret is incapable
of firing on targets inthe rear 30-degree
arc. It cantraverse through this area, as
the gun automatically elevates to clear
the obstruction.
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Mounted inside the rear turret is a
limited-arc 30mm grenade launcher.
This unit, unlike the forward-mounted
grenade launcher, is fed from a single,
25-round magazine, which is easily
changed by the passengers or crew.
Most vehicles carry a total of at least two
spare magazinesduring combat operations, usually containing high-explosive
or concealment rounds. The turret
design itself limits the operation of this
second grenade launcher to the rear
180-degree arc of the vehicle.
Since the development of the M24
hover APC, the marine corps has been
decreasing its reliance on the wheeled
M17. Presently, only about one-third of
all marine APC battalions are still
equipped with the older wheeled vehicle. The remaining battalions are
mostly equipped with the newer hovercraft. Even so, the M17 is likelyto remain
in service for some time yet considering its own design advantages.
Being a wheeled vehicle, the M I 7
cannot cross terrain as quickly as most
hovercraft, and cannot cross some
obstacles at all, but the M I 7 has a
greater acceleration rate and better
maneuverability than the M24. More
important, since the wheeledAPC does
not rely on air to operate, it can be used
in a vacuum, whereas the M24 cannot.
For this last purpose, the M I 7 was
designed airtight, so that its occupants
do not have to completely rely on their
space suits' life-support systems. Infact,
the vehicle's life-support units can keep
up to 12 peoplecomfortablefor 12 hours
with a 24-hour emergency reserve. During major operations, this is normally
supplementedby packages mountedon
the sides of the vehicle, providing an
additional 24 hours of normal life support. The M I 7 does not have an air lock
and must depressurize in order to open
any door or hatch. During combat conditions, though, the interior is normally
depressurized anyway, with each person's space suit plugged into the vehicle's life support.
Of the M I 7Al s still in service with the
U.S. Marine Corps, most are assigned
to the 3rd and 5th marine divisions.
Several variants of the M I 7 are also
found throughout the corps. The APC
is currently in servicewith the U.S.Army,
as well as the armies of Australia, Nigeria, and Texas, with some variants also
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sold to Canada. Most of the M17s that
were replaced by the newer M24s were
sold to the civilian sector as the unarmed
variant described below.
VARIANTS
Variants of the M I7A1 wheeled APC
include the M643 light armored recovery vehicle, the M701 mortar carrier, and
the MI71 armored command post
vehicle. Many of these are still operational but mostlywith divisions equipped
with M I 7 APCs. Other divisions still
have some of these variants, but most
are finally replacingthem with the M24s.
The M17A3 is the most common
variant used today. This vehicle is an
armored cavalry version which carries
a set of enhanced communications and
detection gear, and additional ammunition for all its weapon systems. These
additionscome with the reductionof the
passenger-carrying capacity to three,
plus the three-man crew. The variant
vehicle is constructed with a pairof firing
ports, one on each side near the rear of
the vehicle. Also, the M17A3 carries a
second pair of Javelin antivehicle missiles mounted on the left side of the
turret in a mounting identical to the one
on the right side.
The M17 can be found outside of military use in an unarmed version which
normally comes with much of the outer
layer of armor plating removed. This
version is marketed as the Thunder, a
rugged all-terrainvehicle. It is commonly
found in use by various colony militia as
a standard armored carrier, with various
armored car services, planetary survey
companies, and so on.
M17A1
Type: Wheeled APC
Crew: Driver, gunner, commander
Weight : 2800 kg
Armor: As follows
Suspension: 0.3
Front and Overhead: 6
All Other Faces: 4
Armament: One DH30 30mm autocannon in remote turret;one 30mmAGL
mounted next to autocannon in remote
turret; two Javelin missiles mountedon
right side of remote turret; one 30mm
AGL in rear remote turret
Signature: 2
Evasion: 2
Sensor Range: 10 km (+I)

Cargo: 12 passengers and 200 kg
Max Speed: 140 kph
Cruising Speed: 100 kph
Combat Movement: 300 m
Off-Road Mobility: Halved
Power Plant: 0.2 MW hydrogen fuel
cell (two 0.1 MW units)
Fuel Capacity: 100 kg H,
Fuel Consumption: 7 kg/hr
Endurance: 14 hours
Price: Lv30,000
M17A3
Type: Wheeled APC
Crew: Driver, gunner, commander
Weight: 3000 kg
Armor: As follows
Suspension: 0.3
Front and Overhead: 6
Rear: 6
Sides: 4
Armament: One DH30 30mm autocannon in remoteturret;one 30mmAGL
mounted next to autocannon in remote
turret; four Javelin missiles mounted in
pairs on either side of remote turret
Signature: 2
Evasion: 2
Sensor Range: 12 km (+I)
Cargo: Three passengersand 100kg
Max Speed: 140 kph
Cruising Speed: 100 kph
Combat Movement: 300 m
Off-Road Mobility: Halved
Power Plant: 0.2 MW hydrogenfuel
cell (two 0.1 MW units)
Fuel Capacity: 100 kg H,
Fuel Consumption: 7 kglhr
Endurance: 14 hours
Price: Lv35,OOO

Thunder ATV
Type: Wheeled ATV
Crew: Driver
Weight: 2000 kg
Armor: As follows
Suspension: 0.3
Front and Overhead: 1.5
All Other Faces: 1
Signature: 2
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Evasion: 2
Sensor Range: None
Cargo: Two passengers and 2000 kg
Max Speed: 140 kph
Cruising Speed: 100 kph
Combat Wtovement: 300 m
Off-Woad Mobility: Halved
Power Plant: 0.2 MW hydrogen fuel
cell (two 0.1 MW units)
Fuel Capacity: 200 kg H,
Fuel Consumption: 7 kglhr
Endurance: 28 hours
Price: Lv 15,000

WEAPONS
The M17Al's weapons include the
DH30 30mm autocannon, Javelin antivehicle missile, and M901 30mm and
M901A 30mm autogrenade launchers.
D m 0 30mm
Autocannon
Type: 30mm conventional autocannon
Gountey: USA
Wight (Empty): 600 kg without
mount
Length: 140 cm
Action: Single shot or bursts
Ammunition: 30mmx190mm fixed
cartridge APHE Muzzle
Velocity: 1250 mps
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Attack Angle: Overhead
Magazine: 100-rounddrums or 250DPV: As tamped explosion (EP=25)
round hopper
Launcher Price: Lv1500
Ngamine Weight: 40 kgfordrum, 90
Missile Price: Lv1300
kg for hopper
ROF: 4
M90130mm
Aimed Fire Range: 1200 m
Autogrenade Launcher
Area Fire Burst: 10 (AFV=1)
Type: 30mm vehicle-mounted autoArea Fire Range: 900 m
DP Value: 8 (+fragmentation burst matic grenade launcher
Ammunition: Any 30mm propelled
radius-5m)
Price: Lv1200 (Lv20 for 100-round grenade
Magazine: Two 25-round cassettes
box; Lv15 for empty drum; Lv50 for
(gunner can select from either magazine
hopper assembly)
at will)
Magazine Weight (Empty): 1 kg
Javelin Antivehicle Missile
ROF: 2
The Javelin is a squad level antiveAimed Fire Range: 500 m
hicle missile. The shoulder-firedweapDP Value: Dependent on grenade
on is based on the French Blindicide-3
design. Though the French weapon is used
Price: Lv900 (grenadeprices vary by
now consideredobsolete, the improvements in the Javelin, and its relatively type; Lv5 for empty cassette)
low cost make it an affordable, light, antiM901A 30mm
vehicle weapon.
Autogrenade Launcher
Type: Hand-carried light antivehicle
This weapon system is identicalto the
missile
earlier autogrenade launcher except
Nation: USA
that this unit only accommodates a
Launcher Weight: 15 kg
single 25-round cassette. This makes it
Missile Wight: 3 kg
slightly less complicated and cheaper
Range: 1100 m
Guidance: Automatic following gun- to manufacture.
Price: Lv700 (grenade prices vary by
ner lock-on
type; Lv5 for empty cassette) !2
Homing Value: 13

killing monsters, gathering treasure, and hunting for magical prizes.

only $2.50 and for this one fee you get to move all 15 of your characters. They can stay together or split
up into several parties moving in different directions, all for one single turn fee! No "extra action fees"
ever. Our game is completely computer-run, so no human referee interferes with your enjoyment, and
there are seldom any errors. (If we DO make an error on your turn, we will refund DOUBLE your turn fee!)
Flying Buffalo Inc has been running play by mail games for 17 years. We are the very first professional
pbm company. We are members of the Play By Mail Association and the Game Manufacturers Association.
In addition to Heroic Fantasy, we have science fiction games, war games, medieval games, and the official
pbm version of the ILLUMINATI card game by Steve Jackson Games. Write today for a free copy of our
pbm catalog, or send $2 for the rules to HEROIC FANTASY. (Please do not ask to be in any game until you
have seen a copy of the rules). Flying Buffalo Inc, PO Box 1467, Scottsdale, AZ 85252
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The Stah hammer:

with French forces on ~ a r t h
and along
the French Arm. German hit-and-run
and seizure raids using the new Hamburp and Helmut Korel~class
warships
were unexpectedly successful, and the
German high command decided to
issue a specificationfor a blockade runnerlresupply vessel to ensure the ability to hold and defend positions won
from the French. Foremost among German concerns was the prospect of the
Frenchfleet gaining time and respite to
dig in and reinforce its positions beyond
Alpha Centauri.
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STAHLHAMMER MKlA2
(ORIGINAL SERVICE MODEL)
Warp efficiency
4.19
20 MW MHD turbine
Power plant
400 tons, enough for four weeks
Fuel
Range
7.7 light-years
750 tons (unloaded)
Mass
Cargo capacity
3000 m3
Comfort
0
Emergency power
Battery, 72 hours
Total life support
14
45.28 MLv
Price
Ordnance carried
10 SR-9 missiles
EISENHAND MK2Al (Q-BOAT CONVERSION)
Warp efficiency
4.19
20 MW MHD turbine
Power plant
1200 tons, sufficient for 12
Fuel
weeks
Range
7.7 light-years
750 tons (unloaded)
Mass
Cargo eapacity
250 m3
Comfort
2
Emergency power
Battery, 240 hours
Total life support
14
49.94 MLv
Price
Ordnance carried
30 SR-9 missiles

CHIEN TSU (CHINESE FREIGHTER VARIANT)
Warp efficiency
4.19
20 MW MHD turbine
Power plant
400 tons, enough for four weeks
Fuel
Range
7.7 light-years
750 tons (unloaded)
Mass
Cargo capacity
5000 m3
Comfort
-2
Emergency power
Battery, 96 hours
Total life support
16
39.89 MLv
Price
Ordnance carried
None
(BRAZILIAN INTELLIGENCE-GATHERING
VARIANT)
Warp efficiency
4.19
Two 20 MW MHD turbine
Power plant
800 tons, enoughfor eight weeks
Fuel
Range
7.7 light-years
Mass
750 tons (unloaded)
Cargo capacity
150 m3
Comfort
0
Emergency power
Battery, 48 hours
Total life support
19
Price
49.50 MLv
Five AAS 28 missiles
Ordnance carried
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The prestigious firm of Luftstahl Industries, A.G. was
commissioned to develop a prototype for a fast, survivable,
light-armed supply ship, with projected deliveryto active units
no later than early 2293.
Faced with a virtually impossible production schedule,
Luftstahl Industries engineers hastily modified a medium
freighter design which was already on the drawing board,
adding structural bracing, hardpoints, and a drastically
improved drive system and power plant. The first unarmed
prototype (christened the Stahlhammeror "Steel Hammer")
flew successfully on March 7th, 2293, just in time for the
Franco-German armistice and formal world recognition of a
reunited Germany.
Due to peacetime cutbacks in staff and funding, the German Navy was somewhat reluctant in accepting the first
delivery of 14 Stahlhammers, and cancelled future orders
as soon as these ships reachedtheir active unit assignments.
Although German crews found the ship pleasant to fly, and
u n u ~ u a l l ~ f aand
s t maneuverable for a transport, the Naval
Materials Command had 12 of the original 14 Stahlhammers
converted to Q-boat and light patrol duties.
Meanwhile, Luftstahl lndustries was convinced that it had
an excellent design on its hands (as well as one that had not
yet fully paid for its own development costs). Accordingly,
Luftstahl began aggressively hawking the Stahlhammer on
the internationalmarket. After touchy contract negotiations,
the Manchurians began producingthe design under license,
removing armor and weapons systems and renaming it the
Chien Tsu. The Brazilians also purchased a license to build
the design, outfitting their version as intelligence-gathering
platforms and christening the variant class Almirante Montoya.
Basic hulls are currently being produced by Luftstahl
lndustries on Terra and Beta Canum Venaticorum, and by
the Pu Lien Li and Rotanova shipyards on Terra.
While naval interest in the design is limited, many orders
from private sector concerns ensure that the Stahlhammer
and its variants will remain in production for many years to
come.
VARIANTS
Stahlhammer MK1A2: Standardoriginal designfreighter1
blockade runner.
Eisenhand MK2Al : Original design modified to Q-boat1
rear patrol ship.
Chien Tsu: Manchurian freighter version, unarmed and
unarmored.
Almirante Mntoya: Brazilian electronic surveillance ship
2
(details classified). f
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rse, describingwhat nations exist on Earth
Man has made it to the stars. Now he ha
colonies they have out among the stars.
to fight to stay there. Human soldiers fight the implacable alien Kafers. Police fight smugglers, pirates, and It covers character generation, and the varieties of equipterrorists on rich human colonies. Explorers fight the un- ment that can be purchased and used. The 2300AD Advencharted systems of the frontier. Colonists fight hostile envi- turer's Guide also covers technology, vehicles, and weapronments on strange worlds. And nations fight each other ons available.
The Director's Guide is directed at the reffor political power to determine who will leadthe
eree,
providing basic game rules that govern
human race in its struggle to tame the universe.
2300 AD. These rules cover task resolution,
You can be a part of this new age in 2300 ADcombat, and world generastate-of-the-art in science-fiction role playing.
tion, as well as more spe2300AD plays against a background of Earth
cialized topics such as
and its colonies 300 years after WW Ill, the
experience and renown,
Twilight War. In aworld where nations still clash,
aliens, non-player charcivilization has crawled back to its prewar levels
acters, world mapping,
and beyond. The world is dominatedby the Third
and a variety of useful
French Empire, which maintains a shaky peace
among its jealous rivals. Earth's 100 nations
political maps.
The Near Star Map is
have colonies among the stars. First contactwith
a glossy, full-color, 22aliens came long ago, and commerce with them
inch by 25-inch posteris now commonplace.
sized map of all the star
Civilization has flowered to a point only dreamed of
systems within 50 lightearlier, but worms are at the blossom's core. One alien
years of Sol. Every one
race, the Kafers, is bent on eradicating humanity. Anarthan 750 stars are named,
chists labor to bring Earth's rule crashing down. Smug,
and color coded as to
glers transport alien products to other worlds, thoughtstellar type. Compiled from accurate,
less of ecologicaleffects. Pirates prey on merchant and
real information, this is no work of
colonization vessels.
fiction-this is the definitive mapof our
Much work remains to be done if humanity is to eslocal neighborhood of stars. More
complete informationon each star and
The world of 2300 AD, from its system is given in the accompanying Near Star List, which
detailed history to the rules gov- gives accurate coordinates, stellar spectra and magnitude,
erning play within it, is presented and a complete list of companion stars.
to you in two concise booklets:
THE KAFER WAR
the Adventurer's Guide and the
ed in
First contact with the Kaferscame at the edge of the French
the 2300 AD Arm, and as we offered peace and cooperation, the Kafers
preparedthemselves forwar. On worlds such as Aurore they
The Adventur- came with their warships and deathsleds, layingwaste to the
er's Guide is di- land and exterminating humans as they found them (see
rected at the indi- Aurore Sourcebook and Kafer Dawn). But the humans beat
vidual players of these meager forces back, recapturing worlds and launch2300 AD, giving ing daring operations to free human captives (Mission
them information Arcfturus describes one such mission). But the Kafers had
they will find use- been busy, and they launched an offensive of such power
ful while playing that they overran virtually all of the French Arm, destroying
the game. It pro- human ships, killing human soldiers, and subjugating human
vides background populations. Only with the cooperation of all nations has huon the future uni- manity pushed the Kafers back, but their legacy along the
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French Arm will be long remembered (Invasion chronicles
the seesaw battles of the Kafers' onslaught).
Why are the Kafers bent on destruction? What are their
worlds like, and what is their technology? Let 2300 AD be
your tool for unlockingthe many mysteries of the Kafers, the
most deadly threat mankind has ever faced.
EARTH'S DECADENCE
Earth is home. Even after years spent wandering among
the colony worlds, where every turn brings new discovery, a
man's heart quickens as he returns to the planet that gave
him life. And Earth's cities hold surprises to rivalthose found
on alien worlds.
As the center of human civilization, Earth is the cornerstone of its accomplishments. Its beanstalk is the single
greatest construction project ever attempted. Its cities are
tall, and its riches, unimaginable. Of course, as high as the
rich might soar among Earth's clouds, its wretchedly poor
are kept down, huddled together in the underworlds of a
hundred megacities.
Technology is master of the underworld. Technology has
openedthe door to the world of the electronic net. The lawless
hackers and the overextended security forces of the governments and corporations fight in their arena of circuitry and
data fields. Technology has also opened the door to bionic
enhancement, and half-mechanical warriors rule the dark
streets of the underworlds. Their wars and adventures characterize life on Earth in 2300AD, a life of danger and wonder
at every turn.

Future Releases

2300AD'Scontinues to expand, with emphasis in the next
18 months on cyber, based on EanhlCybertech Sourcebook, two 1990 releases, and Challenge coverage of the
entire cyber game genre.
Upcoming Releases: Deathwatch Program (February
1990)takes up where EarthICybenechSourcebook leaves
off, with a cyber-oriented adventure and additional source
material.
Rottento the Gore (September 1990) continues the 2300
AD cyberpunk adventures on Earth with the rocking adventures of the Soho Kid and other underworldfigures of the giaantic cities.
"
Challenge: Every issue of Challenge has feature articles
on 2300 AD, from new eauiwment and adventures to developments in the Kafer war. khallenge allows directors and
adventurers to wick and choose from a plethora of interesting new items and information, modifyingtheir campaigns to
best suit their gaming interests. Q
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ine

Karl A. Bergman
he purpose of this article isto establish astandardized set of guidelines for the design and operation
of space mines for use in the 2300 AD and Star
Cruiser games.
Throughout history the primary purpose of mines has been
to deny hostile forces access to an area. In space the area
to cover with mines is much larger than it has been at any
other time in history; however, a single space mine is capable
of covering a very large volume of space. In fact, a space
mine's area of operation can cover a sphere of up to a
900,000-kilometer radius.
Space mines come in several different types. The standard mine is equipped with a short-range passive sensor; a
control unit; a small but long-lasting batterywitha solar panel,
which can be deployed when the battery runs low (normally
the battery will last for six months and requires 12 hours to
recharge once the solar panel is deployed);a detonation laser
as its warhead; and a casing to hold it all. When two standard mines in different hexes both meet the parameters for
detonation, both will detonate at the same target at the same
time.
Control mines have a larger control unit, more powerful
sensors, and a transmitter. They are capable of controlling
other mines and command detonation mines.
Commanddetonationminesare little more than a warhead
and a receiver, detonating when told to do so by another
device. Command detonation mines can only be set to detonate when ordered to do so by some outside device. This
device could be a control mine, or a ship or station.

STAMDARD MINE DETONATION SETUPS
Target Range: A space mine can be set to detonate and
fire at any ship which enters its own hex or an adjacent hex.
Radiated Signature: The mine can be set to detonate and
fire at the following: any radiated signature, any specified or
larger signature, any specified or smaller signature, or only
a specified radiated signature.
Examp1e:A basewhose only protectionis small ships which
have a maximum radiated signature of 3 might set up a mine
field with mines set to fire at any target with a radiated signature of 4 or greater which enters the mine's hex.
CONTROL MINE DETONATION SETUPS
Acontrol mine can be set to the same conditions as above,
and will fire itself or any mine under its control which meets
the set conditions. A control mine will not detonate until all
mines under its control have detonated, unless it is ordered
to do so by a controlling ship or station. If this happens, then

unlessthe remainingdetonation commandswere also set to
receive orders from a nearby ship or station, these remaining mines will not be able to detonate. Ifmore than one command detonation mine is in a single hex under the control of
a control mine, then specific orders must also be set as to
how many of those mines are to be detonated at a single
target exposure. Aship or station setup in control of a group
of command detonation mines may always select when and
how many mines will detonate at a given target. If a target
survives an attack and additional mines still exist in the attacking hex, then an appropriate number of them will fire at
the target during the target's next movement, if it still meets
the detonation parameters. The maximum range at which a
control mine (station or ship) can control a command detonation mine is five hexes.

We continue our
series of articles detailing
space combat weapons systems
of the early 24th century.
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Example 1: A control mine is set up with six command
detonation mines under its control. The six mines are set up
in a globe with the control mine as its center. The globe has
a radius of three hexes. The control mine has a passive sensor suite with a range of five hexes and has orders to fire at
any target with any radiated signature which enters an adjacent hex. If the control mine detects a target entering an
adjacent hex of one of the mines under its control, it sends
a signal to that mine telling it to fire at the target. If a target
is equidistant from two mines, the control mine orders both
to fire at the target. As space mines have no power plant,
they have no radiated signature. Therefore, they cannot: be
detected by passive sensors until the moment of detonation,
but they can be detected by active sensors following standard detection rules and modifiers.A space mine which has
its solar panel deployed adds 35 signature points to its
reflected signature. However, since the chance of finding a
space mine in this condition is very small (about one chance
in 365),all space mines are considered to have their solar
panel retracted unless specified as otherwise in a scenario.
Space mines have no way of telling the difference between
friendly and hostile ships. They will fire at any target which
meets their orders. Control mines can be ordered not to fire
at a specific target each time that the target is eligible to be
fired at, but only by a base or ship which was set up in control
of the mine at the time it was deployed.
Example 2: Most bases which are protectedby mines use
some control mines set up to create a channel which friendly
ships can traverse. When space mines detonate, treat the
attack as if it were a missile attack, using all the appropriate
to hit modifiers. Detonatingspace mines use the same to hit
modifiers as a missile;however,they do not receive any bonus
from any targeting computer their laying ship may have. A
detonating space mine may not be fired at in the same mannerthat detonating missiles may, unlessthat mine was being
tracked by an active sensor during the turn that it detonates.
This is due to the fact that a missile is being tracked by the
target ship's passive sensors, and a firing solution is constantly being updated, whereas the mine cannot be tracked
by passive sensors. Therefore, no firing solution is available
unless the ship is tracking the mine with its active sensors.
If a ship is tracking a mine with its active sensors, then it may
fire at a detonating mine in the same manner as it would fire
at a missile. When firing at a mine, treat it as a normal target
with all the normalfiring modifiers. This firing counts against
the ship's limit for firing at detonating missiles for the next
detonation phase. If more than one target meets a mine's
firing orders, it will select its target in the following order:
O The target with the largest radiated signature.
49 The fastest target.
$ Random determination.
LAYING MINES
Mines are normally laid by specialized ships when no
enemy ships are around. Standard mines may be laid by any
type of ship under any kind of condition, including combat;
however, control mines and command detonation mines must
be laid by specialized ships. The normal method of deploying a mine requires a ship to go where the mine is to be laid,
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perform an all-stop maneuver, and then deploy the mine from
its cargo hold. The number of crewmembers required in the
cargo hold is equal to the mine's mass (roundedup). For each
crewmember less than that number, one additional turn at
all-stop is required to deploy the mine. At least one person
must be in the hold working on the deployment in order to
deploy mines. Specializedminelayingships have crewmembers assigned to the ship to performthis task; however, other
ships must use damage control parties for this function.
DESIGNING SPACE M N E S

O The type of mine to be designed must first be determined.
Example: Three mines will be constructed: a standard
mine, a control mine, and a command detonation mine.
8 Select a warhead for the mine.
Examp1e:The standard mine will be equipped with a 102
detonation laser, which has a volume of 2 m3, a mass of 2
tons, and a cost of Lv400,OOO. The control mine will be
equipped with a 43 detonation laser, which has a volume of
1.2 m3, a mass of 1.2 tons, and a cost of Lv240,OOO.The
command detonation mine will be equipped with a 52 detonation laser, which has a volume of 1 m3, a mass of 1 ton,
and a cost of Lv200,OOO.
8 Select a control unit for the mine.
Example: The standard mine will be equipped with a standard control unit, which has a volume of .1 m3,a mass of .1
ton, and a cost of Lv100,OOO. The control mine will be
equipped with an advanced control unit, which has a volume
of .3 m3, a mass of .5 tons, and a cost of Lv500,OOO. The
command detonation mine needs no control unit.
O Select a sensor for the mine. As a mine has no crew on
board, it does not need all the equipment to convert its signals into human-readabledisplays; therefore, it is somewhat
smaller than normal sensors. These sensors would not work
on a ship.
Example: The standard mine will be equippedwith a standard sensor, which has a volume of 8 m3,an area of 30 m2,
a mass of 1 ton, and a cost of Lv200,OOO The control mine
will be equipped with an advanced sensor, which has a
volume of 8 m3,an area of 30 m2,a mass of 1 ton, and a cost
of Lv800,OOO The command detonation mine has no sensor.
4) Select the communicationequipment to go into the mine.
Example: The standard mine uses no communication
equipment. The control mine will be equipped with a transmitter, which has a volume of .2 m3,an area of 1 m2,a mass
of .5tons, and a cost of Lv200,OOO. The command detonation mine will be equipped with a receiver, which has a volume of .1 m3,an area of .5m2,a mass of .2 tons, and a cost
of Lv100,000
@ Select a battery to be installed in the mine. The standard mine will need a standard battery in order for its control
unit and sensor processingequipment to work. It has a volume
of 1 rn3,a mass of 1 ton, and a cost of Lvl00,OOO. The control
mine will need a heavy battery in orderto run its control unit,
sensor processing equipment, and transmitter. It will have a
volume of 3 rn3,a mass of 3 tons, and a cost of Lv800,OOO.
The command detonation mine has no equipment which requires power; therefore, it needs no battery.
@ Total the volume, area, and tonnage requirements for
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the components of the mine, then select a casing for it.
Example: The standard mine's components add up to a
volume of 11.lm3,an area of 30 m2,and a mass of 4.1 tons.
This will require a casing of at least two meters in diameter
by at least four meters in length.
The casing will be constructed of synthetic material,
massing 1.4 tons, and costing Lv5,259. The control mine's
components add up to a volume of 12.7 m3,an area of 31 m2,
and a mass of 6.2 tons.
This will require a casing of two meters in diameter by five
meters in length.
The casing will be constructed of synthetic material,
massing 1.76 tons, and costing Lv6,600.
The command detonation mine's components add up to a
volume of 1.3 m3, an area of.5 M2,and a mass of 1.2 tons.
This will require a casing that is 1 meter in diameter by two
meters in length. The casing will be constructed of synthetic
material, massing .16 tons, and costing Lv600.
O Last, perform an evaluation of the mine using the evaluation section of the Star Cruiser Naval Architect's Manual,
using only items 1, 3, 5,6, 10, and 11.

Type
1x2 D.L.
1x3 D.L.
1x4 D.L.
1x5 D.L.
2x2 D.L.
3x2 D.L.
4x2 D.L.
5x2 D.L.
10x2 D.L.
2x3 D.L.
3x3 D.L.
4x3 D.L.

MINE WARHEADS
Volume
Mass
in Tons
in m3
0.2
0.2

CONTROL UNITS
Volume
Mass
Cost
in Tons
in Mlv.
Type
in m3
.I
.I
.I
Control unit
.5
.5
Advanced
.3
control unit

Volume
in m3
Item
1.O
Battery
Heavy
3.0
Transmitter
0.2
0.1
Receiver
8
Standard Sensor
8
Advanced Sensor

Area
in &
N/A
NIA
1
0.5
30
30
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Dimensions
in Meters
1x l

CASINGS
Volume
in m3
.7

Area
in m2
4.7

Material
Value
.02

Cost
in Mlv.
.04

Remarks
For control
mines

MINE EVALUATION
Item Standard Mine
Control Mine
Command Mine
1
5.5 tons
7.96 tons
1.36 tons
+O Hit
+O Hit
+O Hit
3
5
Lv805,259
Lv1,746,600
Lv300,600
6
1Rad,lLat
1 Rad, 1 Lat
1 Rad, 1 Lat
-4 Rad, -3 Lat
-4 Rad, -3 Lat -4 Rad, -4 Lat
10
11 All mines have a 360-degree firing arc.

OTHER ITEMS
Mass
Cost
in Tons
in Mlv.
1
.2
.8
3
.2
0.5
0.2
.I
.1
1
.8
1

Remarks
Standard power cell includes solar panel.
As above for battery control mines.
For control mines. Includes a receiver.
For command detonation mines.
For standard mines. Passive range 1. CSO
For command mines. Passive range 5. CSO !2
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Federation Marc-C ass Passenger Liner

The Marc-class passenger liner was one of the first commercial starships
designed and constructed in the Federation after the end of the Four Years
War. After many months of brutal warfare and trade restrictions, these ships
were designed as much for comfort as for performance. In fact, they are still
considered to be among the most luxurious passenger starships in the UFP

John A. Theisen
hips of the Marc class are named after famous
Terran artists, and each ship has its own gallery
and unique interior furnishings that reflect the Terran era in which each artist lived. Some starships,
most notably the SS Currier & lves and SS Rembrandt van
Rijn, even carry authentic furnishings from several centuries
past. Whenever possible, original pieces of art or detailed
holograms by the vessel's namesake are displayed in the
starship's fully equipped gallery for the passengers' enjoyment. Many of the passengers' staterooms have also been
decorated with painstakingdetail, providing much in the way
of comfort and artistic opulence.
When first designed, the Marc was to be equipped with
FWE-1 warp engines, but the introductionof the FWE-2 predated the first hull completion by only a few months. Engineers and architects made hasty, but successful, control
circuit modifications as they chose to use the newer propulsion unit.
The MKII, introduced in 211612, has slightly smaller passenger staterooms, but this minor inconvenienceis made up
by extensive computer terminal facilities available for every
shipboard guest. The increased computer demand was
compensated for by upgrading to the M-3 computer, an
improvement in data capacity made solely for the passengers' benefits.
The use of the FWE-2warp engines in the new hull configuration also improvedthe ship's overall performance and
maneuverability, making the Marc MKll one of the fastest

passenger liners in the UFP. Other shipboard systems were
also enhanced, with the new FIF-2 impulse engine and the
more powerful and efficient FSF shield generator. The former increasedavailable power by 40 percent,while the binary
transducer provided extra defensive protection.
Powerful shields have proven to be important because
ships of the Marcclass are frequent visitors to the Triangle.
During two separate visits to the region, the SS de Viaminck
and the SS Archipenko have been threatened by commerce
raiding vessels. In both cases, the attackers opened fire, but
the liners were able to get away without damage. Only the
ship's ample shielding and high warp speed resulted in
unsuccessful piracy attempts.
The shuttle bay regularly carries two standard S-3 shuttlecraft, one S-4 aquashuttle (capacity: one crew and five
passengers), and two S-6 passenger shuttlecraft (capacity:
two crew and 21 passengers). There is also enough room in
the bay for approximatelythat many more shuttles. The aquashuttle and passenger shuttles are often usedfor specialtours
or for transferring passengers to orbiting space stations (a
more breathtaking voyage when seen through a shuttle
viewport than via transporter).
Though luxurious in furnishings, the Marc is also known
for its ~ g g e d
superstructure design and overall reliability.
Even the once-new FWE-2 rarely causes problems for the
ship's engineering staff .Also, the unusually highwarp speed
for a liner allowsfor quick itineraries,thus permittingthe ship's
owners to transport more passengers (and bring in more
credits) during a specific period of time.
The Marcclass is being constructed at the Sol Ill shipyard
on an irregular schedule, but at an average of one per year.
A total of 14 MKI and five MKll liners are currently in com-
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MARC-CLASS VIII/IX PASSENGER LINER
Construction Data
Model Numbers
MKI
Ship Class
Vlll
Date Entering Service
210007
Number Constructed
14
Cost
406.64 MCr
Mull Data
Superstructure Points
20
Damage Chart
C
Size
Length
246 m
Width
166 m
Height
62 m
Weight
114,225 mt

MKll
X
211612
5
438.38 MCr
25
C
253 m
172 m
62 m
122,875 mt

mercialservice, and six additional MKlls are under construction. As soon as these six are completed (by Stardate 212412),
production is expected to cease. Also, due to the elaborate
gallery facilities and hull structure, it is impossible to refit the
MKI liner to MKII capabilities. Nevertheless, both are expected to see service within the Federation and neighboring
areas for at least two more decades. Q
Looking For An Out Of Print Game?
Maybe you should try

Cargo Units
Cargo Capacity
Landing Capability

Cargo
915 SCU
45,750 mt
None

1140 SCU
57,000 mt
None

-

THE

8116 VAN NOORD AVE.. NO. HOLLYWOOD. CA 91605

Equipment Data
Control Computer Type
M-2
Transporters
Standard Six-Person
8
Emergency 22-Person
7
Cargo
4
Crew
Passengers
Shuttlecraft

Other Data
259
Up to 510
5

818-988-1441

M-3
8
7
4

290
Up to 550
5

Engines and Power Data
Total Power Units Availab!e 30
Movement Point Ratio
411 1411
Warp Engine Type
FWE-2
2
Number
Power Units Available
13 each
Stress Charts
GIK
Max. Safe Cruising Speed Warp 616
Emergency Speed
Warp 818
Impulse Engine Type
FID-2
Power Units Available
4

42
311 I411
FWE-2
2
13 each
GIK
Warp 716
Warp 918
FIF-2
16

Shields Data
Deflector Shield Type
FSA
Shield Point Ratio
111
Maximum Shield Power
5

FSF
112
8

D
WDF

Combat Efficiency
46.1140.1
0

Figures are for unloadedlloaded.

85.7175.7
0

Specialists in out of print and collector titles.
Latest listing is free upon request
or send $1.00 for a one year subscription.

#3001 - The Virginia-class
schooner is a small but capablecargovessel,designed
totransport massivecargoes
lo distant planets. Defense
was not a design consideration however, a glaring omission when a formation of
Kafer Golf-class 'fighters is
screaming toward your ship.
Theescortingshipsaredoing
their best, but you may become the next target. The
beanstalk is gone, only half
of the re-entrycargo containers havebeen launched. and
the peopledownontheplanet
desperately need those supplies. Your options are limited, but you neverbackdown
from a challenge. You've
only afew momentstomake
your decision. Confront the
challenges of the 2300 universe aboard your Virginia-
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he Charles-classcommercial
transport, first entering service in 211602, is the first
starship created and manufactured by Stratford Starbuilders, Ltd.
this fledgling firm had been
In the
known for slight, if unspectacular,
growth and success in producingsmall
quantities of shuttlecraftfor commercial
service. Stratford, now having entered
into the interstellar shipbuilding market,
has done so with a most unusual vessel.
Upon first examination, the most
outstanding physical characteristic of

the Charles is in the location of its warp
propulsion units, which are actually
forward of the main hull. This has led
some harsh critics to call the starship a
"backender" because when it is in transit, it appears from a distance to be moving in reverse.
As a transport, the Charles possesses several strengths and weaknesses. Unlike most starships intended
as cargo-carriers, the Charles was
designed around its offensive and defensive systems and ample computer
capacity; a binary shieldtransducer and
shipboard laser were design parame-
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ters. In fact, the shielding is among the
best found on any commercialvessel of
any size anywhere. Overall, the builders sought an efficiency balance between equipment mass and superstructure limitations. This incidentally
led to a high unit cost due mostly to the
design requirements themselves.
Ironically,cost was never aconsideration-except in the single area of crew
comfort, which is sorely lacking and
often describedas "crarnped."The relatively high ship price, combined with interior furnishings and life-support systems that could be charitably called

CHARLES-CLASS 11 COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT
Construction
Data
Model Number: MKI
Date Entering Service: 211602
Number Constructed: 32
Cost: 42.53 MCr
Hull Data
Superstructure Points: 4
Damage Chart: A
Size
Length: 51 m
Width: 30 m
Height: 15 m
Weight: 9950 mt
Cargo
Cargo Units: 105 SCU
Cargo Capacity: 5250 mt
Landing Capability: Yes

Equipment Data
Control Computer Type: L-14
Transporters:
Standard Six-Person: 1
Cargo: 1
Other Data
Crew: 10
Engines and Power Data
Total Power Units Available: 13
Movement Point Ratio: 111 1211
Warp Engine Type: FWI-1
Number: 2
Power Units Available: 5 each
Stress Charts: NIP
Max. Safe Cruising Speed: Warp 615
Emergency Speed: Warp 716
Impulse Engine Type: FIA-3
Power Units Available: 3

Weapons and Firing Data
Beam Weapon Type: FL-2
Number: 1
Firing Arcs: 1f
Firing Chart: F
Maximum Power: 2
Damage Modifiers: none
Shields Data
Deflector Shield Type: FSB
Shield Point Ratio: 112
Maximum Shield Power: 11
Combat Efficiency
D: 58.7136.7
WDF: 0.6

Figures are for unloadedlloaded.
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"spartan," have proven to be a major
marketing drawback for mass production. Evenso, the vessel is a solidly-construtted, well protected, and functional
(if odd-looking) design. Another positive
feature: the carao area is exce~tionallv
easy to load or;nload, either by traniporter or through large external hatchways mounted in both sides of the hull.
Internally, the Charlesclass is a "fourdecker,"with the top deck serving as the
bridge and fire control center, and the
second deck containing the crew quarters and transporter. The third deck includes the computer system, engineering, and assorted support equipment,
and the bottom double-height deck is
almost exclusivelydevotedto thecargo
area and the cargo transporter.
Even so, the Charles is often compared unfavorably with the much
cheaper Mission-class transport which
actually possesses a larger cargo capacity. Fortunately, the Charles is rea-
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from Daran \d with a cargo of assorted
luxury goods and missed a routine
subspace radio contact in 212004. The
ship's master, an unsavory merchant
trader named Beard, reputedly boasted
of his intentions to conduct trade with
the Melkots, but it is not knownwhether
such contact was even attempted. After several weeks, Star Fleet vessels
were called in to thoroughly search the
area, but no trace of the SirJohn Stanley
was ever found.
Despite, or perhaps because of Stratford's design innovations, the Charles
has not been as widely (or as quickly)
accepted as originally hoped. So far, the
builders have been unable to procure
any orders from Star Fleet Command,
and the class has gotten some unfortunate negative publicity as a result of the
two vessels lost. The manufacturingfirm
remains one of the smallest of its kind
inthe Federation,and its staff engineers
are still fervently hoping to acquire a

their merchant ships.
independent Orion andAnd
To date, two ships of this class have who often place greater e
been lost or confirmed destroyed. The weapons and less importance
SS Governor of Paris, operating along
the Gorn border, was attacked and
destroyed in 211810 by a Gorn SS-3class destroyer. Sadly, this attackcame
only afew standard days before the UFP
and Gorn Alliance signed the Frontier
Accord, limiting military activity in the
disputed area.
The SS Sir John Stanley, the second
class casualty, was operating in the
vicinity of Melkotian space during the
early part of 2120. The vessel departed
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commodations or personal comfort.
StratfordStarbuilders, Ltd. maintains
its headquarters on Terra, but its shipyard bay is at Salazaar, where the
Charles class is produced at an average rate of four per year. At this time,
Stratfordhas no intentions of producing
a MKII, and will only increase production of the MKI model if there is a sizable increase in demand. Q
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ion Shasta-C
John A. Theisen

During
the last decade,
Star Fleet's
Colonial Operations
Command has been
divided among two
schools of thought.
As the result of a
negotiated
compromise
in design
philosophies,
Star Fleet
engineers
have created
the Shasta-class
robot freighter.

uring the last decade, many senior officers in Star Fleet's Colonial Operations Command have been divided among two schools of thought. One
group, led by Andorian Admiral Shola Trannath, advocates armed and
heavily shielded transports for colonial supply missions. The other group,
whose ranking spokesman is Admiral Reginald Winthrop, wishes to see an increase
in the use of robot freighters for nonhazardous assignments. As the result of a negotiated compromise in design philosophies, Star Fleet engineers have created the
Shasfa-class robot freighter.
Though the Shasta-class robot freighter is a new design, many shipboard systems on the Shasta have been in regular use for a number of decades (the sole
exception being the FIF-2 impulse engine). Thus, the Shasta has an excellent reliability and maintenance record.
The hull-superstructure combination is one of the most heavily-reinforced Federation designs ever, capable of withstanding more damage than an Enterprise-class
cruiser! Of course, the Shasta's FSH shield generator,while respectable for afreighter,
scarcely makes the vessel battleworthy.
The Shasta is exceptionally stable in flight even when fully loaded, and its oversized M-2 computer always keeps the robot ship operating within flight parameters.
The FWE-1 warp engines, selected for their low cost and ease of maintenance,
appears to make the starship somewhat underpowered, especially while operating
) at slower-than-light speeds. Nevertheless, the FIF-2 goes a long way toward correcting that weakness.
Fromthe standpointof cost-effectiveness, the Shastaclass robot f reighter is roughly
one-third more expensive per cargo ton capacity than the more common Libertyclass freighter. Despite this, there clearly are circumstances in which a sturdy, well
shielded, unmannedvesselproves superiorto a more fragile, crewed ship. The Shasta
class is also being considered for purchase by at least three separate commercial
firms.
The USS Chapeton, the only Shasta-class vessel to be scrapped, was involved
in a shipyard accident at Morena.The freighter, carrying a volatile cargo of neutronic
fuel, happened to be in drydock for a routine secondary computer system malfunction when an explosion of unknown origin rocked the hull, and the ship caught fire.
No one was aboard, and there were only afew minor injuries, but several bulkheads
were destroyed. The ship (still carrying almost its entire cargo) was deemed "a substantial hazard to shipping." The Chapeton was hastily towed to deep space and
safely destroyed by low-intensity phaser fire. Remains of the ship's hull were retrieved and melted down for future use.
The SS Patches (formerly the USS Green Peter) is operating with Speckled Cat
Shipping Lines, a small merchant coalition operating in the Triangle. Patches, the
flagship of the line, routinely visits worlds of the Baker's Dozen, between which it
maintains a regular route.
OI the 106 produced as of 212306, 91 are serving with the Colonial Operations
Command, four are with the Merchant Marine Command, one is with the Training
Command, eight are in reserve fleets, one was sold to a commercial firm, and one
has been scrapped. The Shasta-class robot freighter is currently in production, and
is being manufactured at the Federation shipyards at Sol Ill and Wall. Combined
average annual production totals 40 ships per year, and a total of 240 have been ordered by Star Fleet to dale.
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SHASTA-CLASS IX ROBOT FREIGmER
Construction Data
Engines and Power Data
Model Number: MKI
Total Power Units Available: 32
Date Entering Service: 212001
Movement Point Ratio: 311 1711
Number Constructed: 106
Warp Engine Type: FWE-1
Number: 2
Cost: 375.55 MCr
Power Units Available: 8 each
Hull Data
Stress Charts: GIK
Superstructure Points: 29
Maximum Safe Cruising Speed: Warp 714
Damage Chart: C
Impulse Engine Type: FIF-2
Size
Power Units Available: 16
Length: 230 m
Shields Data
Width: 166 m
Height: 65 m
Deflector Shield Type: FSH
Weight: 128,045 mt
Shield Point Ratio: 112
Maximum Shield Power: 12
Cargo
Cargo Units: 5,850 SCU
Combat Efficiency
Cargo Capacity: 292,500 mt
D: 88.5113.0
Landing Capability: None
WDF: 0
Equipment Data
Control Computer Type: M-2
Transporters:
Standard Six-Person: 2
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Passenger Liner
John A. Theisen

he New Lynn -class passenger liner, entering service in
211701, was designed and
manufactured by North
Shore Starship Constructors, LIC., a
small but rapidly expanding shipbuildingfirm headquarteredon Alpha Centauri. Every aspect of this ship's design has beendevoted to providingthe
greatest possible benefits to passengers at the lowest possible fee. The
L-12 computer, FIA-2 impulse propulsion unit, and navigationalshield generators were selected for their overall
reliability, economy, and cost eff iciency. Moreover, this design's thrifty
nature permits ship captains greater
flexibility in cargo speculation and a
less formidable financial break-even
point.
However, this cost efficiency has

drawn occasional grumblings from
crewmembers, some of whom have
stated that "the shields wouldn't stop
an Orion hand phaser."
More significantly, the FWI-1 warp
enaine mounted above the hull's
ceGterline has been a source of infrequent but erratic problems, usually
involvina the starship's matterlantimatter &lance.
While travelling on impulse power
just before the warp engine is engaged, the calculated intermixformula
occasionally has failed to fuel the
engine correctly. This requires the Engineering Officer to
shut the warp engine
off completely and
recalculate it from
scratch (an annoying
but harmless delay of
up to several hours),
or proceed without
delay and risk an uncontrolled engine implosion (orworse,the
Wormhole Effect).
Some have claimed
that this flaw may explain the loss of at
least one New Lynnclass liner, particularly since the SS
Porirua reported having had intermittent
engine shutdowns
shortly before its disappearance.
Oddly, this intermix problem does
not occur regularly, and it has not been
reported on other starship classes using the FWI-1 engine.
As a result, engineers now believe
it is some type of circuitry problem
unique to these liners. Starshipsof this
class may be recalled for appropriate
modifications as soon as the situation
can be corrected.
But most New Lynn passengers are
unaware of these problems, unless
their own schedules become adversely affected.
Despite the relative austerity of
major shipboard systems, the passenger staterooms and lounges are
extraordinarily comfortable (even ifa
bit on the small side). Many have described the shipboard facilities as
"cozy," generally with an endearing
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ticket mice to match. All in all. this class
is ide'ally suited for moderately fast
shuttle operations in areas of Federations space with high stellar system
density. In fact, this ship's popularity
as a ~rivatecharter vessel is iust beginni;lg to grow.
The ship's hull, nearly rectangular
in shape, is divided into six decks, with
passenger staterooms on decks four
and five (assumingthat the uppermost
deck is one), and the cargo area on
deck six. The cargo area is a particular innovation of this liner. Individually
sealed 0.5 SCU storage lockers are
assigned to each passenger stateroom, and the guests are permitted
unlimited access to their own cargo
while in transit.
Of the 65 New Lynn-class passenger liners constructed as of 2/2305,61
remain in commercial or private service, 1 has been destroyed, and 3 are
listed as missing. This class, manufactured and constructed at Sol IV, is
still beingproduced at an average rate
of 10 ships per year. There is also a
report that Star Fleet Command is now
interested in this design and may
place an order withinthe next standard
year.
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NEW LMVNCLASS I1

I

PASSENGER LINER
Construction Data
Model Number: MKI
Date Entering Service: 2/1701
Number Constructed: 65
Cost: 9.56 MCr

nuti Data
Superstructure Points: 5
Damage Chart: B
Size
Length: 31.5 m
Width: 20 m
Height: 17.5 m
Weight: 8700 mt

Passengers: 55

Cargo
Cargo Units: 35 SCU
Cargo Capacity: 1750 mt
Landing Capability: Yes
Equipment Data
Control Computer Type: L-12
Transporters:
Standard Six-Person: 2
Emergency 22-Person: 1
Cargo: 1

Engines and Power Data
Total Power Points Available: 7
Movement Point Ratio:. 111
Warp Engine Type: FWI-1
Number: 1
Power Units Available: 5
Stress Charts: UM
Maximum Safe Cruising Speed:
Warp 5
Emergency Speed: Warp 6
Impulse Engine Type: FIA-2
Power Units Available: 2
Shields Data
Deflector Shield Type: Nav. only
Combat Efficiency

Other Data
Crew: 16

D: 0

How many times have you played a wargane, read a
history book or seen a war movie and s d d t o yourself,
'YVhat was it like t o g o over the top a t t h S~
through the hedgerows of Normandy against the dreaded
Wden SS, or g o on a search-and-destroy missionin Wet-

rn?"

of original uniforms, weapons and vehicles of the periods.
LI 1 year mernL>ership515.00

Wrekt Enterprises has moved!
Megatraveller supplements include:
Black Friday r e n t u r e )
Under Ancru adventure
Psionic Handboo (supplement)
Spica Sector (supplement)

Megalaavelller ssfiware includes:
The MegaCompaniom Series

Bspqulve at:

Wrekt Enterprises, 89 Summit St, Brooklyn, NV
11231
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perorfsBag o Tricks
"P

he Emperor remains in power
by using his faithfulwarriorsto
their fullest potential. In much
the same way, the battle-hardened marines utilizetheir equipment to
maintainthe upper hand on the combat
field. New discoveries and inventions
constantly provide surprises to an
unwary foe. It would be more enjoyable
for regular players of Warhammer:
40,000 to let their gamemaster read
through this list of equipment and then,
when the equipment comes into play, it
will be up to the gamemaster's discretion what to let the players know about
the pieces in play. But anyone may read
at the risk of losing a little of the fun of
surprise.
Each piece of equipment includesthe
technical level and point value for the
convenience of the gamemaster.

AIR SPONGE
One of the many intriguing aliens
found on the deathworld Cornelius is
what they call the air sponge. This creature lives off of the air around it, and its
hunger is voracious. The hardy colonists

have adapted them to fend off the
deadly gasses that constantly reduce
the human population. The alien is
trapped and constricted inside a prison
sphere roughly the size of a hand grenade. When released in an area, the
sponge gorges on the air around it,
absorbing the air in a two-inch radius.
Any gas within that radius is sucked into
it, leaving any units clear of the gas' effect. If a model has been within a gas
cloud for one turn already, it still suffers
from the gas' influence. The vacuum
created is so strong that it will even put
out any nonchemical fire within a onehalf-inch radius. Because of the force,
any model within the two inches is
knocked off balance and cannot do
anything for the remainder of the turn.
Those without any breathing apparatus
have their breath taken away and are
fined another turn of any action as they
try to regain their air. Any models wishing to use the device the very turn a gas
cloud descends on them, must first test
their cool on 2D6. After the sponge is
used, a one-half-inch ball is placed on
the game board and is effective onlyior
breaking line of sight for the rest of the
game.
Technical level: 5
Points: 2 (The air sponges are quite
plentiful, and Cornelius is easily accessible.)

"New discoveries
and inventions
constant'y
ATTRACTION/REPULSION
d e surprises
FIELD GENERATOR
(Tank
mount and ground emplace%Oan Unwary
foe.@ ment.)

This device was developed by the
Techpriest Selyz to defend himself
against a small chapter of the renegade
Dark Sons. It disrupts the warp field to
move any large object or two small
objects lying directly in front of the
generator 20 inches toward or away

from the 1"by 1" projector. Pieces closest are affected first. Because the generator is too heavy to be transported by
normal troops, it is usually mountedon
the front of large vehicles or placed on
swiveling ground mounts. The victims
of this generator are usually sucked into
a deadly set of spikes or ramming steel
attachedto the projectionplate.Any unit
smashinn into another model is due for
collision ;amage. Selyz effectively disorganized the besieging Dark Sons by
picking out the leaders and sending
them far away from their confused
comrades. For gaming purposes the
generator is made up of a 1" by I" by 3"
rectangular box attached to a 1" by 1"
projection plate either directly or by a
cord of any length. The generator has a
Toughness of 5 and a Save of 6 (except
the cord which has a Save of 5 or 6). If
any part of the machine is destroyed, it
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will be ineffective for the rest of the
game.
Technical level: 7
Points: 90

BATTLE CART
This unusualvehicle requires no driver. It is meant to be used as an equipment transport. The cart is given orders
for movement either through a communicator attached directly to the back of
the transport, or by a closed-frequency
communicator given to one personality
figure. It takes one turn to give the cart
an order just as if it were the member of
a squad. Orders must be given through
oneof the two communicators, and then
the vehicle performs that movement
order without fail, even if it ends up

running into an obstacle or running over
friendly troops. The cart's orders should
be written down on a slip of paper (the
exact directions are not necessary, just
the location where it is to stop, whether
the transport's access doors are opened
for convenienceto friendly troopers, and
what its speed is to be).The only way to
stop a battle cart once it is in running
mode is to usethe communicator to alter
its programming. But only the personality figure may operate the communicator, so if he is dead it is useless. The
communicator must be within 75 inches
of the cart, or it is out of range. It may be
ordered to follow a unit or another vehicle, but if forced to go faster than its
maximumspeed it will stop immediately
and await new orders. Once a unit is adjacent to the battle cart (1 inchor closer),
that particular model may take a turn to
load or unload a particular piece of
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equipment. If the doors are still closed,
a turn must be spent by a model at the
rear of the cart to give the doors an order
to open up. If a particular piece to be
inserted into the cart would exceed its
carrying capacity, that object is rejected
and may not be jammed in.
Max speed: 10
Acc.lDec.: 5
Turn: 1
Toughness: 10
Dam.: 30
Save: 4-6
Eq.: 20

SPECIAL DAMAGE EFFECTS
Die Roll Result
1-3 Out of control
4-6 Stops
7-9 Random damage to cargo
10-12 Explodes
Technical level: 7
Points: 261
GROUND GLAZE
A slippery substance contained in a
grenade or missile. When the missile is
detonated on or over the playing field,
the glaze reduces any model's movement within the glaze's effective area to
zero due to its extreme chemical lubricant. It is generally effective for a twoinch radius, but larger amounts may be
purchased. The glaze makes the ground
completely impassible except for flying

"...If forced
to go faster than
its maximum speed
it will stop
immediately
and await
new orders."
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vehicles and ground vehicles moving
fast enoughto pass over the glazed area
in that turn. Any ground vehicle bold
enoughto attempt crossing the patch is
counted as out of control. Troops entering or already within the substance are
stuck there for the rest of the game,
unlessthe models may come in contact
with free units. Some units are lucky
enough to be outfittedwithground glaze
solvents, and they may move through it
one inch per turn. Models that were
stuck inthe initial attack must pass a test
of cool in order to remember the solvent
(T 5 P: 5).
Technical level: Points: 5 (per every two inches, and
can be divided in any amount of canisters.)

"...Through vaguely
the same process
as what keeps
the venerable
Emperor alive,
the victim is
sucked dry of all his
current wound status."

HOLOSHIELD
Worn like a belt, this isn't really a
shield as much as a holographicprojector that distorts and refracts a character's appearance. It partially conceals
the model's position to all, but is more
effective against foes locked in close
combat than long-rangeopponents. Its
disconcerting nature does not confound
a barrage of bullets so much as it does
a frantically swinging enemy. When on,
it adds 1to a character's Toughness and
adds 2 to a character's Weapon's skill,
as sudden movements are hidden and
feints exaggerated. If a character is hit
and a save is made, there is aone in six
chance of the belt being destroyed. Any
area effect blasts disrupt the displacer
so much that it has a one in six chance
of not Seing destroyed, no matter
whether a save is made or not.
Technical level: 7
Points: 1 1/2
LEACH POD
Medic equipment used mostly in
conjunction with the later mentioned
stasis jacket, leachpods aid a side best
in a campaign game. The medic spends
a turn placing an inactive adjacent
model (usually an important personality) into the pod (for gaming purposes
some plastic wrap to cover the model is
fine). Then the medic searches for a
person to plug the pod's cord into (the
cord can be of any length and must be
attached to the pod). Usually it is an un-
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conscious enemy subdued by a web or
a poisoned needle, or sometimes the
cord is inserted via a successful closecombat blow, or into a willing friendly
unit.
Once the cord is attached to the host
model, the leach pod's process is spontaneous, and through vaguely the same
process as what keeps the venerable
Emperor alive, the victim is sucked dry
of all his current wound status, and the
character in the pod receives half of it.
It usually takes two victims before the
injuredor nearly deadcharactermay be
extracted from the pod and perform
activity as normal. It takes a turn to
remove a model from the pod. Only a
medic knows how this piece of equipment is operated. Power-hungry
- - governors have beenknownto dry out a whole
town in order to gain superhuman
strength. The victim must be a living
body, not a piece of equipment.
Technical level: 7
Points: 100
ORB OF DESTRUCTION
Found in ancient psyker fortresses
but believedto be of Slann origin, these
objects are used to defend property and
buildings not meant to be trespassed.
A piecewill represent them on the gaming board (they float at head level).
Ferocious,they know no master.Abeing
with intelligence of nine can activate
one, and once activated and released,
it attacks the nearest model within 20
inches. Their container is usually
opened by a simple activatorthatallows
the user to be at a safe distance when
he opens it. If there is nothing to be
attacked, it waits until a target presents
itself. It attacks in the same way that a
normal unit closesfor personalcombat.
It flies up to 10 inches at a model during
the owning player's movement turn, ignoring all terrain. Once it reaches a
model, it engages in close-combat.After
all saves, if the orb misses, it travels in
a straight line past the model to use up
the rest of its movement. If there is another model past it, that unit is attacked.
If it hits, the character who has been hit
is dead-there is no hope, no matter
how many wounds that the character
possesses. The manner of death is so
grotesque that it causes all friendly units
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within four inches to test their cool or
rout. If the orb hits a leader, the rest of
the squad automatically routes. These
orbs have many different means of dispatchingthe pitifulvictim, such asdraining or boiling the blood, or mutilating
the body. Apiece of it may also drop off
and implant itself in the character,
apparently causing only a stinging
wound. Unbeknownst to the character,
he has been turned into a living bomb
that will blow up in D6 turns, exploding
with the equivalent of a blast grenade.
Move: 10
BS: 3
Toughness: 2
Wound: 1
Initiative: 3
Attack: 1
Technical level: 9
Points: 50

PSYONNEGATOR CAP
Found in a tyrranid ship and then
traced to at least 1000 planets, these
gelatinous aliens tend to absorb psyonic
power and protect even the weakest of
minds. Many humans cringe at the
thought of placingan alien on their head,
but wise marine chapters require their
men to wear them. The creature is
durable and does not eat or excrete
waste. When it is worn on the head of a
unit under psyonic attack, it adds three
to the psykers roll for success. If the
psyker succeeds despite the hindrance,
the alien receives a wound. The psyonnegator can only receive two wounds
this way, and then it dies. The wearer
becomes aware of psychic activity because the alien shifts restlessly on the
head. A psyker wearing the cap is
useless unless the psyonnegator is
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killed off by psychic or other means. If
the psyonnegator is exposedto anyforeign gas, it will die.
Technical level: 5
Points: 75 (per hat)

SPY MISSILE
Launched by a missile launcher, it
flies 72 inches across the board and
broadcastswhat it spots to a communicator held by a member of the same
squad. Anything hidden within thel0inch-wide by 72-inch-long arc of flight
that can be spotted from above is revealed for that turn to the squad that
owns the missile and any units within
communication distance.
Technical level: Points: 5
STASIS JACKET
The jacket is really more like a fully
sealed suit, but can be worn under any
clothing or armor. With the push of a
button, the suit patches up any holes
that might exist from damage and puts
the wearer in a field of stasis, making
him impervious to further damage.
These are to be used by personality
figures whose existence is important to
a side and whose life is in jeopardy, or
who suffer from a mortalwound. Acharacter can activate the field any time,
even if it's not histurn. The jacket should
be used if the wearer feels that an impending round will be lethal. If the character still has one wound, he is not
harmed and slips painlessly into a rift in
time. If the character did not activatethe
field until hit and the damage done is
enough to kill him, there is only a two in
six chance of activating the field in time
to save the wearer (although the char-

acter's wound is reducedto zero). Only
a company medic may bring a modelout
of stasis, and the model must betreated
immediatelyafterthe jacket is turned off.
A characterof zero wound can betransported into a leach pod, and then the
stasis jacket turned off without risk of
death. Alien and unfriendly forces obtaining a character in stasis will not be
able to solve the code system to deactivate the field for 2D10 days, making it
impossible to use the character any
further in the scenario if all that are left
are enemy units.
Technical level: 6
Points: 50 Q
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John A. Theisen

The Swiftsure is a specialized, high-speed
"escape" fighter. Fast and heavily-defended,
it nonetheless possesses a distinctive
appearance, and its mere presence often
attracts undue attention.

he Swiftsure,
a
specialized highspeed "escape"
fighter, has been
used by the Commonwealth since
6816 for transporting valuable dignitaries and precious cargo. Though an effective design in
theory, it has been a mixed blessing in practice. Fast and
heavily defended, it nonetheless possesses a distinctive
appearance, and its mere presence often attracts undue
attention. This, inturn, occasionally leadsto a hazardous pass
through the solar system, opposedby hastily scrambledTOG
interceptors. Even so, the Swiftsure is perhaps the most
effective fighterlcourier in Commonwealth service today.
Lacking an FTL drive, the Swiftsure is most often used for
high-speed penetration from a mothership to a planet or
station, or vice versa. Bbckade running, evacuating VIPs from
combat areas, transporting military and political leaders, and
carrying invaluable small-mass cargoes are some of the
missions this class performs best. Unfortunately, a lack of
reconnaissanceequipment has prevented it from beingused
for deep-space patrols, an oversight that some Commonwealth leaders still complain mildly about.
The design criteria for this class included maximum practical shielding and armor, limited passenger and cargo
capacity, antigrav capability, and the highest acceleration
possible. One look will show that production cost was never
aconsideration. Infact, the Swiftsure, whose name symbolically describes the vessel's nature, is among the most expensive fighters ever built, ton for ton. (Among well known
classes, only the Commonwealth's Cheetah is marginally
more expensive.)

Despite its absence of fixed weaponry, most Swiftsure
pilots love theircraft,
admiring its remarkable speed and its
thick-skinneddefenses. Only the Commonwealth's Fluttering Petal, a fighter
with morethan twice the mass, has roughly comparable armor
and shielding. The Swiftsure can outrun virtually anything,
and is usually escorted by a pair of Cheetahs when speed
alone might not be enough. Few people outside the Commonwealth realized the Swiftsurewas deliberately designed
to outmaneuver the TOG'S Lancea, until their first encounters took place. The Lanceas came out second-bestseveral
times, and TOG pilotsfinally realized exactly what they were
pursuing; they've had a healthy respect for the courier ever
since.
Alimited off ensive potentialis possiblewith four hard points,
but the Swiftsurewould never be sent into combat intentionally unless there was an acute shortage of other battleworthy
fighters. The craft is simply too expensive to be used in this
way unless absolutely necessary. In its more customary
courier role, however, a common hardpoint payload might
consist of one ECM pod, two ECM missiles, and a TGM MKI.
With such a specific mission and high price tag, the Swiftsureis understandablyrare; it is extremely uncommonto find
more than one squadron in any Commonwealth fighter wing
so equipped. In Shennedam County, Swiftsures are serving
with the 369th Naram Fighter, 1151st Interceptor, and 345th
Commonwealth Carrier wings.
In recent action, several of this class escaped from Defiance with remnants of the now-defunct 321st Interceptor
wing.
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High Thrust Modification: None
Streamlining: No
AntiGrav: Yes
Passengers: 4
Cargo: 1
Shields
Bow: 70
Right: 60
Left: 60
Stem: 80
Mass: 99
Cost: 3,104,350
Engines: As follows
Center Engine Rating: 900
Right Engine Rating: 800
Left Engine Rating: 800
Thrust: 12

Armor
Bow: 90
Right: 80
Left: 80
Stem: 100
WEAPONS

Type
Hardpoint
Hardpoint
Hardpoint
Hardpoint

Location 1
UWing
Bow
Bow
RtWing !2

2-3

Range
4-6 7-10 17-15
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TOG Onager
more conventional fighter
designs. Intended primarily
as a long-range stand-off
interceptor, the Onager is a
deadly craft to both pilots and
foes. In fact, if only one word
could be usedto describe this
class, the word would be "audacious," equally applicable
to both its armament and its
tactical use.
Many fighters from TOG
are armed with lasers, mass
drivers, and EPCs (though
the Verutum is a notable
exception). To use such
yeapons eff ectively, the fighters must close with their target; in general, the closer the
better.
However, the opposite is
true with the Onager's NPC
main armament, most effective at a combat range of no
less than 105 kilometers.
This runs counter to all standard fightertrainingdoctrines
and tactics, and resulted in
numerousfatalities when the
class was first introduced.
In fact, simulations have
shown that pilot trainees with
no flight experience who
trained exclusively on the
Onager often develop the
best combat records, as long
as they remain with that
class, because they have so
much less to "unlearn" about
combat tactics. Many experienced aces, accustomed to
other classes of fighter, have
been killedwhen they instinctively closed with their target
and rendered their NPCs
virtually useless. It is a common joke among Onager pilots that "if your own instincts
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don't kill you, nothing will!"
Onager, which means "wiM
donkey," is derived from the
name of a large ancient
Roman siege cannon. An
expensive design, Onager
has production costs which
are higher than those for the
Martiobarbulus, a heavier
fighter. Better shielded and
armoredthan any of the most
commonly found TOG fighters, it is nevertheless unequipped for atmospheric
entry. This limitation has had
some negative impact on the

craft's deployment, but it
remains effective for system
defense, offensive interception, hit-and-run installation
raiding, and as a short-range
picket around navaltaskforces. A few predictable comparisons have been made to
the Commonwealth's own
Space Gull, but TOG officials
describe any similarities as
purely coincidental.
Although many combinations are possible, acustomary hardpoint payload often
consists of one ECM pod,

WEAPONS
Type
NPC 20
NPC 16
NPC 16
Hardpoint
Hardpoint
Hardpoint
Hardpoint

Location 1
Bow
3
UWing
1
RIWing
1
UWing
Bow
Bow
RIWing

Range
2-3 4-6 7-10 11-15
9
16
20
0
4
9
16
0
4
9
16
0
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one RIS missile, and two
SSS missiles. This arsenal,
combined with the Onager's
three powerful NPCs, has
proven well suited to the
craft's mostly offensive mission objectives.
The high thrust modification involves removing the
wing-mounted NPC 16s and
replacing them with corresponding hardpoints. This
variant improvesoverall flight
performance, but the reduction in firepower makes the
primary mission of longrange interceptionsomewhat
more difficult to accomplish.
Despite (or perhaps because of) its unusual nature
and combat capabilities, the
Onager has become a personal favorite among several
TOG admirals, where it has
seen some use aboard fightercarriers. It is also deployed
as a deep-space installation
defense fighter, and with
numerous long-range strike
squadrons.
In Shennedam County,
Onagers serve in small
numbers with both the 991st
Carrier Fighter and 3021st
Interceptor wings.
Class: Heavy fighter
Mass: 184
Cost: 3,435,800
Engines: As follows
Right Engine Rating: 1250
Left Engine Rating: 1250
Thrust: 7
HighThrustModification:
(with NPC 16s replaced) 8
Streamlining: No
AntiGrav: No

Shields
Bow: 60
Right: 50
Left: 50
Stern: 50

Armor
Bow: 100
Right: 80
Left: 80
Stern: 100 $2
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M-300 Hunting Blaster

SG-4 Blaster Carbine
James B. King

Add a bit of
to your
Star
games
with thgse
colorful
weapon

With literally thousands of weapons
manufacturers producing arms and
distributingthemthroughoutthe Empire
and even beyond, it is nearly impossible
to list the myriadweapon makesthat find
their way into rebel hands. Any attempt
to do SO would be quite exhaustive.
Rather, below is a listing of some primary weapons that are in service in the
greatest numbers with Rebel Alliance
units.

SORUSUUB CORPORATION
SSK-7 HEAW BLASTER PISTOL
As the stranglehold of Palpatine's
New Order tightened on the worlds of
the newly formed Empire, it became
apparent to opposition leaders in the
senate that armed rebellionwould be required to combat the Emperor's evil
plans. At the same time, Imperialedicts
were making it increasingly difficult to
acquire heavy blaster weapons, even
illegally. Large manufacturers, such as
Sorusuub, the Iargest manufacturer of
heavy blaster pistols (currently sold only
to the Imperialgovernment), were even
cooperating closely with the Empire to
make such weapons extremely diff icult
to acquire. An effort was successfully
launched to accumulate a large stock
of these weapons, mostly SSK-7s, while
it was still possible to do so.

BLASTECH INDUSTRIES
L-23 BLASTER PISTOL
The purchase of a blaster ~ i s t orel
quires a license and registration, per
Empire regulations. However, the L-23series pistol is produced in such large
numbers and is so widely distributed
that it is often available through black
BLASTECH INDUSTRIES
market and underground dealers in
M-330 HUNTING BLASTER
large quantities. This, of course, makes
Because they are relatively easy to
it an ideal acquisitiontarget for Alliance
purchase, hunting blasters are a compurchasing agents.
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KX-60 Blaster Rifle

KX-80 Repeating: Blaster Rifle

I

mon item of ownership throughout the classified) before the outbreakof unified
Empire. This, of course, has led to a anti-Imperial hostilities.
great number being in service with
KASHNIR ARMS
RebeIAllianceforces, though generally
KX-60 BLASTER RIFLE
not with primary combat units. A prime
A standard military blaster rifle, the
example of such weapons is the M-300,
a very successful and popular blaster. KX-60 is in service with many planetary
It has been produced in greater num- militiasand some policeforces. After the
first clashes between rebel and Impebers than any other hunting blaster.
rialtroops, it became apparent that large
numbers of this weapon had been supMERR-SQNN MUNITIONS
plied to alliance forces. ISB agents imSG-4 BLASTER CARBINE
Generally promotedas a security and mediately began an investigation to
police tactical response weapon, the determine if Kashnir Arms (a small,
SG-4 serves as a light duty weapon with recently established manufacturer)had
some mobile planetary defense units, knowingly providedarms to enemies of
as well. Shortly before (and in prepara- the Emperor. Shortly thereafter, in a
tion for) armed rebellion,Alliance agents simultaneous move involving hundreds
posing as law enforcement procure- of armed perpetrators, both Kashnir
ment officials successfully purchased Arms factories were shut down and the
over 200,000 SG-4 carbines. These major productionequipment was loaded
weapons were apparently concealed in into freighters and lifted off -planet. It has
several scattered, secret caches. Once since been revealed that the company
such cache containing over 2000 car- was largely owned by influentialAlliance
bines was discovered by Imperial Se- supporters through a front corpor2tion.
curity Bureau agents (actual location The factories have undoubtedly been

I

Heavy Blaster (
Pistol

reestablished at secret locations beyond the Imperial domain.

KASHNIR ARMS KX-80
REPEATING BLASTER RIFLE
Intended as a squad-level infantry
support weapon, the KX-80 was only
recently developed under contract for
several world defense arms, and only a
limited prototype run was made. However, the increasing number of KX-80s
used by rebel strike teams is further
proof that the KashnirArms factories are
again operating, and under alliance
direction.
USING THIS INFORMATION
Frankly, the details about these
weapons are only useful as color for
your campaign. Bring up these facts
when details are importantto your players. Adventures concerning the secret
locations of the Kashnir Arms plants or
other gun smugglingoperationswill add
a bit of realismto the combat scenarios
in your Star Wars games. C2
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Julia Martin's

descriptions of groups the
PCs may belong to, such as
mercenary units. This environment bears enough resemblance to that of, say,
2010, that a referee or character can relate to it and extrapolate logicalconclusions
to situations not specifically
dealt with in the rules, but it
is also unique enough to
have its own distinct character.
The gaming universe postulates technological development along imaginatively
possible and predictable
lines, with advanced energy
weapons, sophisticated robots, and even bioengineered humans. Fasterthan-light travel is still not
possible, though. One
peaceful alien race, the Chakon, has made contact with
humanity, and humankind
ceded Titan to them when
they arrived in a generation
ship in 2093. Some vague
rumors of strange happenings have caused a few
BACKGROUND1 peopleto wonder about other
alien races existing, but nothUNIVERSE
HighColoniesde- ing concrete has been deterpicts its universe of a mined.
post-apocalyptic
CHARACTERS
survival in space in
Character generation is a
enough detail to be
concrete and satisfy- combination of random dice
ing, without fencing rollingfor five basic attributes
in a referee.Achron- (strength, constitution, intelology of all major ligence, dexterity, and chaevents is given, as risma, from which are derived
are descriptions of three derived characterismovement
the major political tics-initiative,
groups and factions rate, and injury points) and
which playercharac- allocating skill pointsto differters may work for or ent skills from an initial skill
against, as well as point pool. No attribute ad-

science-fiction role-playing
aame set in the year A.D.
2188.Earth has suffered a
bio~oaica~
and nuclear awcaWaterford Publishing lypse of mysterious origin,
and the remainder of humanHouse, Ltd. $15.00.
Rules Design: Eric Holz kind survives in the space
Rules Development:
stations which earth manufactured before it was ravEdwin King
Complete role-playing aged. These space stations
game in a 102-page rule are controlled by different
book.
factions, some owing alleHigh Colonies is a hard giance to former terrestrial
nations, some to different unions or
leaguesformed from
the various stations
themselves, some to
charismaticor fanatic leaders, or even to
now benign religious
movements. These
are the High Colonieswhere humanity
struggles to survive
against the environment of space, political intrigue, human
nature, and limited
resources.

High
Colonies

justments or limitations are
enacted for gender, but a
slightly diff erent attribute rolling system is used if one
wishes to play a Chakon.
Skills levels can range from
0 to 95, which neatly dovetails with how skill rolls are
made: by a percentile dice roll
against the skill level. Examples of a few types of characters are given, so that players can get an idea of what
kind's of skills go with what
sorts of professions. The
character sheet given in the
game is fairly clear and
leaves room for all skills covered in the game, plus a few
the referee might make up.
COMBAT
Combat skill checks (rolls
to hit) are made a little differently than the simple skill
check mentioned previously.
Various levels in a combat
skill gain a characterdifferent
modifiers to hit (the greater
the skill level, the better the
modifier). The combat system in High Colonies is of a
good, middle-of-the-road
complexity. It is about as
complicated as 2300 AD or
Top Secret/SI. It is a combat
system well geared for a
game inwhich the playersare
likely to want to play soldiertype characters, and deals
well with single-shot, burst,
and full auto fire, grenades,
firing modifiers for particular
types of weapons, scopes,
high-tech body armors, encumbrance, helmets, hit locations (specific enough for
realism, but not so specific
that they're in poor taste or
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always result in instant
death), and many other elements of modern and futuristic combat. For those of you
who are into hardware, High
Colonies' equipment section
devotes a full, illustrated
page to types of grenades
and four illustrated pages to
firearms. Melee combat,
ship-to-ship combat, and
combat with robots are also
covered in the combat rules.
The combat system does
utilize many different modifiers which create a sense of
realism, but which also add
to the complexity of the system. Many of the same caveats I had for SpaceTime in
Challenge39's reviewwould
apply to this system also, although I believe High Colonies does not engage in
such a radical overindulgence in modifiers as that
game.
NICE TOUCHES
Fora$15 game, High Colonies looks very good-it
would even look good for a
$20 game.The game is readable; charts are clear and not
cluttered; and the art work is
well done. Nice touches include logos or unit badges for
the many organizations,
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groups, and units detailed in
the book. A sample adventure in which players portray
members of a mercenary unit
is included, and while not
spectacular, it is solid and
gives a referee an idea of the
strengthsof the rules and the
type of adventures that they
are meant to accommodate.
EVALUATION
If you are looking for a
game system to use to play
a gritty, hard science-fiction
campaign with, I would recommend High Colonies.Mercenary forces are detailed in
some depth, and many of the
book's illustrations seem to
contribute to the notion that
the game system was written
with the player character as
a soldier in mind. It would not
be hard to recreate,the sort
of action and atmosphere in,
say, the Alien and Aliens
movies with High Colonies. If
you like the type of gaming
universe that Twilight: 2000
presents, then you would
most likely enjoy High Colonies. The game is priced
reasonably, easy to understand while being realistic,
and its authors promise a
module forthcoming very
soon.
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by combat. Of the 10 of you,
there will be only one winner
in this deadly game of Space
Combat. Your weapons are
A Game of Pure Tactical your wits, and the living
Combat B a in a Rather spacecrafts you command: a
Unique Environment.
parent Kolobian and its offspring.
Twin Engine Gaming.
$10.00 setup (recomPLAYING THE GAME
mended). Rule book $1,
Space Combat is an action
$3.00 a turn ($3.50 a turn
game-pure combat. But
after Dec. 31,1989).
Play-by-mail game. Set- rather than rehash the clasup includes a 32-page rule sic space combat elements
book, a reference chart (spaceships, lasers, atomic
card, and your firaturn, in- bombs, warp drives, etc.),
cluding a laser-printed Space Combat uses the
Kolobians, a race of semimap.
10-day or l&day turn- intelligent beings capable of
housingthe life-support caparound.
You represent a small sule which holds your charmining company which was acter and of carryingout your
one of the first to put in a claim orders to attack the Kolobifor a sector of space. But ans of other players. While a
other companies have also great many parallels can be
filed claims. To decide which drawn between parent Koloone will own the rights to this bians and say, aflagship, and
sector, the Claim Office has then betweenoffspring Koloorganized a contest-a trial bians and different types of

Space
Combat
...
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fighting craft, the concept of
the craft you manipulate in
the game being a living creature is carried throughout the
game's rules and gives it a
unique flavor.
Rather than make repairs,
offspring try to heal themselves; and the combat strategies are geared to defeating
a living organism-viruses
can seize command of another player's offspring for
your use or kill his parent Kolobian. The game includes
pictures of the diff erent Kolobians (peculiar, but fascinating-looking, creatures) so
that a player can even begin
to picture the combat field
with the different types of
creatures battling it out. And
while the action is fast and
furious from the beginning,
Space Combat is both easy
enough to learn to be extremely fun from the first turn
and yet complex enough that
you are always trying out new
tactics (and having other
players use new ones on
YOU).
RULES
The rules are clearly presented and nicely illustrated,
and have numerous, illustrated examples throughout.
They are eminently suitable
for beginning play-by-mail
gamers (or gamers of any
sort), yet they do not talk
down to experiencedplayers.
They even include an index,
a feature which is rare in a
role-playing game and almost unheard-of in most
play-by-mail games. I wish
more gaming companies

would take the trouble to be
as clear, concise, and thorough as Twin Engine has
been in this game.

TACTICS
Tactics in Space Combat
hinge on three things: optimizing efficiency, knowing
relative strengths and weaknesses, and using interplayer
diplomacy. Optimizing efficiency and knowing relative
strengths and weaknesses
are fairly common to any
boardgamelwargame. Basically, in Space Combat,as in
most other games, you have
a limited amount of time and
resources--only 10 segments per turn to perform
actions, a limited amount of
action modules (possible
commands) which a parent
Kolobian has produced, and
a certain number of off spring
to carry out actions.
Developing good strategy
involves taking advantage of
what resources you have to
their fullest extent. Sounds
rather vague, right? Studying
the combination of the relative strengths and weaknesses of each type of offspring and attack allows you
to try to optimize efficiency in
your attacks. Several different attack forms are usable
by offspring (parents can't
attack, but they are the only
Kolobians which can create
offspring): psychic screams,
spores, inverse mines, and
nerve pulses. Psychic
screams are a moderatestrength, short-range attack
which grows weaker the
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greater the distance to the
target. Spores cover a large
area once they expand to
their full size, and they travel
to their target swiftly. But they
do little damage unless many
spores are used, and they
have a chance of dissipating
every time they move. Inverse mines do a lot of damage to a moderate-sized
area, but they move slowly
toward their target and can
often be maneuvered away
from. Nerve pulses can be
used to slow down swift offspring so that another attack
form can be used more eff ectively, but they don't always
work, do no damage themselves, and can't be used
against the parents.
There are five different
kinds of offspring (plus parents)-Aals, Bros, Ghus,
Inus, and Phos--to carry out
actions for a player. Each
type of off spring does certain
things better and certain
things worse than other
types. Aals are quick, but they
can only sense or psychic
scream. Bros can spew out
spores quickly and move
fairly fast, but they do almost
everything else slowly. Ghus
get a bonus to virally infect

Ghu
and can even take out a
parent with a virus if it has
suffered some previous
damage, but they are only
moderately quick with other
attacks and movement. lnus
are good, all around, independent attackers and can
nerve pulse, but they are not
veryfast. Phos are incredibly
slow movers but can soak up
a lot of damage, heal quickly,
and can issue many ranged

attacks swiftly.
With this information, you
can see how to develop good
tactics on your own-cornbine your information, common sense, and what you
can guess about your opponent's tactics from what
you've seen of his actions.
Use a Bro to send lots of
spores at his Pho and parent
if he protects the parent with
the Pho. If you launch from
just out of psychic screams
range, he'll have trouble
moving the Pho before he
gets hit. Use Ghus to virally
infect an opponent's damaged offspring-it deprives
him of the offspring while
gaining you one that your
parent didn't have to create.
Or if a snippy littleAal zooms
in and psychic screams your
Pho, stun it with a nerve pulse
and decimate it with psychic
screams while it can't move.
Besides normal tactics, in
Space Combat it is very
important to use interplayer
diplomacy. Players are allowed, and encouraged, to
exchange 3" by 5" note cards
with other players; on the
cards they can also exchange addresses and
phone numbers. To survive
very long in Space
Combat,you need to
develop allies (at
least one). It is much
easier to cooperatively team up on a
target and take it out,
and it helps a lot to
have someone else
watching out for you from
directions you can't see into
all the time. If you don't try to
exchange messages, players will often decide on you
as their target rather than
helpingyou to defeat another
target. The only thing you
have to remember is that
Space Combat is a one-winner game; eventuallyyou will
have to fight your ally (if the
game lasts that long-it cuts
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off after 12 to 16 turns automatically). But not ever having an ally is definitely strategically worse than dealing
with that.
THE MAPS
While The Next Empire is
the first game I know of to
offer individual sensor maps
for each turn, Space Combat
has joined the ranks of
games which take advantage
of the laser printer to produce
customized turn maps depictingthe positionsof enemy
craft (or offspring, in this
case) and weapons. Since
the playing area in Space
Combatis a 25 by 25 grid with
wraparound, there are no real
edges to the map. To delineate where the X and Y coordinates start and end, the
map uses a heavier line than
the normal grid line. Your

parent Kolobian is always
placed in the center of the
"page," represented by a
small depiction of a parent.
Other units you have seen or
sensed move are represented at their last observed
or sensed position, as are
weapons you have observed
or sensed. This visual depiction of your status as of the
end of the last turn makes it
much easier to decide upon
actions for the next turn. To
find out what happened during each segment of the past
turn, a player can consult the
turn report, which highlights
different types of actions and
results with small icons symbolic of the occurrence (a
series of "crosses" for the
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death of an off spring) or with
symbols identical to those
used on the maps (for instance, the same symbol is
used as an icon for spore
movement and to depict a
spore cloud on the map).
Unfortunately, there is not
enough room on the map to
give unit identifications, and keeping player accounts
many of the units look identi- straight and current, and at
cal (all Aals look the same as the moment it will even take
ohone-in turns for no extra
all other Aals, etc.).
Unit identification is thus charge. Like many of the
depicted partially through reputable play-by-mailcomplacement on the map (your panies, it also has connecKolobians are shown in the tions to CompuServe and
top third of a grid square, with MCI for players who own
the weapons in the middle computers with modems
third, and enemies in the bot- and wish to E-mail their
tom third). However, it is still turns.
very easy to get confused
EVALUATION
since more than one unit
Ihave played in both a 3often occupies a single grid
square. So referring back to D and a 2-D version of
the turn sheet, or even writ- Space Combat. The 3-D
ing which unit is game was the original form
which on the map of the game, but the 2-0 ver(sinceyou get a new sion is much easier to repreone for every turn) is sent in a good laser-printed
necessary. But hav- map and also easier for many
ing your own map players to comprehend, so
printed with every for now Twin Engine is offerturn and filling in the ing the 2-D version only. If the
unit names yourself 3-D version is ever offered
is still much better again, I would highly recomthan having to im- mend it to any gamer who is
provise your own map every looking for a good combat
game which takes advantage
turn.
of the three-dimensional
nature of space; it is fun to
THE COMPANY
With play-by-mail games, play, but a challenge to
it is often just as usefulto say master.
The current 2-D version is
something about the company as well as the game. an excellent game in its own
Many play-by-mail compa- right, and the laser-printed
nies don't last long or are maps are a juicy additional
plagued by poor service to treat. This game is great for
players even though they run
a good game. Twin Engine
was always responsivewhen
Ihad aquestion, offered suggestions when I was confused, and actually made
substantial and helpful
changes inthe earlier version
of the game's rules based on
player input.
It has a good reputationfor
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Parent

anyone interested in trying
out a play-by-mail game for
the first time--it is clearly written, reasonably priced, reliably run, and fun.

Note
For those of you interested
in TheNext Empire, reviewed
last issue, Cyborg Games is
being forced to institute a
price increase to $7.50 per
turn (plus a$20.00 setupfee;
$15.00 if you already have
the rules). This is due to the
increasingcost of the game's
allowance for unlimited fleet
construction (and more
pages to print, more commands to input, more wstage for maihg).
Even at this price, I
would highly recommend the game.
If you have any
products you would
like to see reviewed
or if you are interested in writing a review, please drop
me a line at GDW. D
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Challenge Classified~,Challenge Magazine, Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702
Box 5335, Springfield,VA 221505335. (39)

Challenge accepts all
gaming-related classified
ads, subject to the amount
of space available and
good taste. Challenge
does reserve the right to
refuse any ad.
Challenge will not be
held liable for errors occurring in advertisements. If
you find an error in your ad,
please send a corrected
version to Challenge.

TO PLACE AN AD
Send the ad, along with
its classification, to Challenge Classifieds, Challenge Magazine, Box
1646, Bloomington, IL
61702 U.S.A.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are free,
and they runfor at least one
issue, longer as space permits. Any reasonable
length is accepted, but all
ads are subject to editing.
DISPLAY ADS
For display ads, write to
receive our rate card.

PHILADELPHIA TRAVELLER
group seeks adult players for
campaign. Willing to teach adult
beginners the Traveller system.
Contact Penn Eckert, 624 W.
MoyamensingAve, Philadelphia,
PA 19148-3231. (40)
2300AD PLAYERSwanted in the
EvereWLynwood area of Washington state. Contact Michael R.
Wheeler, 3211 Grand Ave, Apt 1,
Everett, WA 98201. (40)

VARIANT, discontinued RPG
fanzine including Traveller
deckplans, character classes,
equipment. All 16 back issues
only $5.00, plus $1.OO postage.
Sample issue $1.00. Gary Reilly,
395 Wimbleton Road, Rochester
NY 14617. (40)
MEGATRAVELLER software for
Atari ST (color machines only).
Alien word generator, plus random world/subsectorgenerators.
All stand-alone STOS Basic programs. All three for £6 (£7 overseas) including the disk, postage,
and packing (we do not accept
blank disks). Overseas orders
sent air mail. Simon Ward, 8
Kentmere, Greenways, Spennymoor, Co. Durham, DL16 6UB,
UK. (40)
SPREADSHEET Templates: Apple II Appleworks spreadsheet
templates for MegaTraveller,
craft design, Spacemaster starship design, 2300 ADIStar Cruiser ship design. Send $2.00 for
each spreadsheet, and either
send$3.00 for a disk, or sendyour
own disk (3 112or5 1/4), and send
an SASE to Glen Allison, 1306W.
Pearl, Pasco, WA 99301. (39)
PRE-PUBLICATION editions of
Battles, the only wargame that
teaches principles of strategy on
a tactical scale. Send $17.95
($15.95 plus $2.00 S&H)to Perry
N. Jones, 35 Bates St., No.
Brookfield, MA 01535. (39)
TRAVELLER supplement 9,
Fighting Ships, in excellentcondition, plus Compuserve's Mega
Wars 1 commander's manual
(including poster-sized space
chart and four poster-sizedspace
vessel blueprints). Make an offer
for one or both to Marty Kloeden,

MANY TRAVELLER and related
products. Send SASE for list of
available items or send want list.
$5.00 for miscellaneous Traveller grab bag, post paid, Wes
Allison, 901 S. Boulder Hwy. 34,
Henderson, NV 89015. (39)

I WOULD LIKE to trade the following items: Dr. Who RPG (boxed
set), Countdown, (Dr. Who module), The Warriors of Batak (Task
Force). I am interested in swapping for SpaceMaster RPG boxed
set (Iron Crown), and Akaisha
Outstation(lron Crown), but make
me an offer. Jimmy Nugent, 512
N. Resident St., Wharton, TX
77488. (40)
SWAP IDEAS and materials for
MqaTraveller, 2300 AD, and
Twilight:2000. I've been running
a Traveller campaign for four
years and am now switching to
2300 AD. If you'd like to swap
designs, scenarios, or ideas for
any of these RPGs, contact Mark
Reily, Box 2 Union Building,
Newcastle University, Shortland
N.S.W. 2308, Australia. (39)
T-TECH EXCHANGE. Free exchange of MegaTravellsr ship,
vehicle, robot, equipment designs, etc. You send me yours, I'll
send latest T-Tech package with
designs from other participants.
SASE for more info. No cost, no
prices, just trade! T-Tech Exchange, C/O PhilipAthans, 7783
KensingtonLane, Hanover Park,
IL 60103. (39)

TRAVELLER ALIEN module 4,
Zhodani, in very good condition.

Maybe trade for other Traveller
item(s)! Also looking for GDW's
Trader program disk for C-64. Is
there such a thing-has anybody
converted it? Send info to Who,
605 Penitencia St., Milpitas, CA
95035-4222. (40)
ISSUE 25 of Challenge. Either
original or photocopy (just Twilight information). Willing to pay
reasonable price. Call (213) 3775435 or write to Tyson Harper,
31042 Hawksmoor Drive, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274.
(40)
OUT-OF-PRINT Traveller stuff,
supplements, adventures, magazines in good condition, or clear
photocopies. Please send your
list to Arne Rassek, Berliner Str.
23, 3005 Hemmingen 1, West
Germany. (40)
ALL DECK PLANS for Star Trek:
RPG, especially USS Enterprise
NCC-1701 (preferably by FASA,
but Ballantine acceptable). No
photocopies, please. Good price
paid for best condition. Can purchase from U.S./Canadian
sources through relatives in Canada. Graham Todd, 36, Deerswood Road, West Green,
Crawley, West Sussex R H l l
7JN, United Kingdom. (40)
PHOTOCOPIES of the following
old FASA material: Aslan Mercenary Ships, booklets only,
deckplans for Adventure Class
Ships 1 & 2, Fenris, Valkyrie,
Ththys & Vlezhdath. Patrick J.
Hoye, 343 Washington St., Holliston, MA 01746. (40)
CHALLENGE 25. Please send
price and shipping cost to Yves
le Rhun, 8 Rue Gustav Charpentier, 94 240 L'Hay Les Roses,
France. (39)
IBM PC PROGRAMS for 2300
AD. Also looking for 2300 AD and
MegaTraweller players in the
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Battle Creek, MI area. Rick Sherman, 155 Brenhrvood Dr., Battle
Creek, MI 49015. (39)
A COPY OF THE original Spacefarer's Guide to Aliens. Please
quote a price (including shipping
costs). Contact Bryan Borich,
3890 50th St., San Diego, GA
92105-3005. Phone (619) 5638 172. (39)
ALIEN MODULE 2, K'kree by
GDW. Original or photocopy
needed desperately. Will pay top
dollar. Write Scott Streibich, 2125
Jackson Bluff Road, Box 8202,
Tallahassee, FL 32304, or call
(904) 575-9233. (39)
GOOD COPIES of High Passage
1, Journal of the Travellers' Aid
Society 1, and Travellers' Digest
2. Send info to Jimmy Simpson,
1735 Ridgeview Dr., Arlington, TX
76012. (39)

VOYAGES is taking off-broadly
covering science-fiction gaming,
including Traveller and 2300 AD,
and doing so with a dual goal: to
provide usable gaming material,
and to be enjoyable andentertaining just to read. Four-issue subscription $9.00 U.S. Starlance
Publications,50 Basin Dr.. Mesa,
WA 99343. (38)

GATEWAY '89: September 1-4,
Los Angeles, CA. Sponsored by
Strategicon, and locatedat the LA
International Airport Hyatt Hotel.
Gateway '89 will feature all types
of family, strategy, and adventure
boardgames, miniatures, roleplaying, and computer games.
Bargains at the flea markets,
auctions, and exhibitor area. Also
seminars, demonstrations, and
special guests. Contact Strategicon, PO Box 8399, Long Beach,
CA 90808 or call (213) 420-3675
for further details. (40)
TACTIKHAN '89: September 1-3,
Westminster, CO. The Denver
Gamers Association and worldwide Wargamers presentthe convention of the future, to be held at
the Ramada Inn, Westminster,
CO. TactiKhan '89 will feature
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gaming of all kinds, induding
official RPGA tournaments, a
Puffing Billy tournament, miniature events staged by the Colorado Military Historians, and an
auction. For information, contact
Denver Gamers Association, PO
Box 11369, Denver Co 80211.
(40)
QUAD CON '89: October 13-15,
Davenport, IA. The Riverbend
Gamers Association is sponsoring Quad Con '89 at the Palmer
Auditorium in Davenport. Many
RPGs, boardgames, miniatures,
painting contest, costume contest, and other events. Send
SASE for preregistration brochure: Riverbend Gamers Association, PO Box 8421, Moline, IL
61265. (40)
MILEHICON 21: October 27-29,
Denver, CO. This science-fiction,
gaming, and filking convention
will be held in the Executive
Tower Inn, 1405 Curtis St., Denver, CO 80202. Robert Bloch will
be the pro GoH; and Forrest J.
Ackerman, the Fan GoH. Guests
include Simon Hawke, J. D. Masters, Nicholas Yermakov, Connie
Willis, John Stith, David and
Daniel Dvorkin, and others.
Events include panels, costume
contest, robotics duel, videos,
parties, art auction, dealers'
room, and more. Scheduled tournaments: Paranoia, Empire
Builder, M.U.L.E., AD&D, Talisman, Battletech, 2300 AD, Dungeonquest, and others. For more
informationwrite to MileHiCon21,
PO Box 27074, Lakewood, GO
80227. (40)
MACQUARIECON '89: December 8-10, Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia. The MacQuarie
University Role-Playing Society
(M.U.R.P.S.) will host this convention on campus in Sydney.
Macquarieconis Australia's largest role-playing convention and
will include AD&D, Traveller,
Twilight: 2000, Paranoia, Call of
Cthulhu, James Bond: RPG,
Rolemaster, Judge Dredd, Star
Wars: RPGand many others. The
convention will also host several
boardgamesand free-forms. For
more information, contact
M.U.R.P.S., PO Box 1577, Macquarie Centre, North Ryde, NSW
2113, Australia. (40)
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CONTRARY '89: November 1011, Chicopee, MA. ConTrary to
popular opinion, Springfield's
gaming convention will be held at
the Parwickcenter, in Chicopee,
MA, and will feature militarylstrategy games, role-playing games
(induding at least two RPGA
events), and miniatures events.
For more information, write to
ConTrary '89,933 Belmont Ave.,
Springfield, MA 01108, or call
(413) 731-7237and ask for Mark.
(40)
VALLEY CON 14. Science-fiction, fantasy, and comic convention Sept. 9-10 at the Days In
Conference Center, 600 30th St.
So., Moorehead, MN. Video
rooms, art show and auction, a
hucksters' room, numerous panels and demos, a banquet, and a
variety of gaming events, which
will include AD&D, Star Trek:
RPG, Runequest, Rolemaster,
Spacemaster, Star Wars, Dr.
Who, Call of Cthulhu, and more
(Courtest of Valley Con). Send
SASE to Valley Con 14, PO Box
7202, Fargo, ND, 58108, or call
(701) 232-1954. (39)
COLONIAL CITY Game Fest.
The seventh annual Colonial City
Game Fest will be held September 16-17 at the Mt. Vernon Memorial Building on East High
Street in Mt. Vemon, OH. Featured games will indude AD&D,
Harn: RPG, Twilight: 2000, Call
of Cthulhu, Circus Imperium,and
a variety of historical, sciencefiction, and fantasy miniatures
games. Write to Colonial City
Gamefest, C/O Mt. Vernon
Gamers Association, PO Box
1184, Mt. Vemon, OH 43050. (39)

TOLEDO GAMING Convention
7. October 7-8, Toledo, OH. The
seventh annual edition of Northwest Ohio's largest gaming convention will be at the university of
Toledo's Scott Park Campus.
More than 140 events, with roleplaying, strategy, tactical, board,
and miniatures tournaments, two
auctions, demonstrations, painting contests, and exhibitors.
Features include AD&D, Battletech, Warhammer 40K, Starfleet Battles, GURPS, Star Wars,
ASL, Axis & Allies, Space: 1889,
and others. SendSASE to Toledo
Gaming Convention 7, C/O Mind
Games, 3001 N. Reynolds Road,
Toledo, OH 43615. (39)
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Want to sell a game?
Find gamers with similar
interests?
Obtain copies of
hard-to-find artides?

h QIclllangayoucan reachxiencefid'on/fantasy rde-plaging gamers and warganers of
all ages. See our advertisinginfmmtion fa&tdls.

A unique campaign supplemenr for use
wirh your fawnre FRP system. On heavy
60 lb. paper, hole punched for binder srorage. Fearuring rhe Tribes 01 Karak - Ihe
Branded Land complete with campaign
map and background. Additional volumes
available on a quanedy basis.

Heathen Thorn Enterprises
471 1 Luerssen Avenue
Baltimore, M D 21206

We have the Largest Stock of Out of Print Games
Anywhere: SPI, GDW, TAHGC, OSG, YAQUINTO
and Much, Much More!
THE

8116 VAN NOORD AVE.. NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605

818-988-1441
Full stock of all current wargames, fantasy and
sci-fi, magazines, miniatures, accessories.
Ask about our regular cutomer discounts.
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For Twilight: 2000m
For 2300 ADTM
The Village: A generic European locale Piracy: The Sweet Trade in Space:When
for adventure and action, by D. Acre.
unbridled economic and colonial expansion outruns governmental authority to
For Space: 1889oversee or protect it, some individuals find
The Riddle of the Shard: A quest that it easier to take advantage of others' honleads you to the polar wastes of the red est labor with some dishonest labor of their
planet in search of a mysterious and valu- own.
able crystal.
And More!
For MegaTravellel
Don't miss our exciting articles on Star
Imperial Research Station Beta: Jointhis Trek, Warhammer: 40,000, and Star Wars!
adventure in the middle of the year 1117,
SINCE
1973
dark times for the Imperial forces in the So-
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